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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

1.1.1. WSP (‘the Agent’) have been instructed by Swansea Council (SC) (‘the Applicant’) to prepare and 

submit a full planning application at Tir John Landfill (‘the Site’) for: 

“The construction, operation, and decommissioning of a ground-mounted solar photovoltaic (PV) 

farm with an installed generating capacity of 3 Mega-Watt (MW), including ancillary equipment, 

associated infrastructure and private wire connection” 

1.1.2. This Planning, Design and Access Statement (PDAS) has been prepared to accompany the 

planning application. The PDAS analyses the development in the context of the requirements of 

relevant planning policy and guidance (at national through to local levels) to provide an overarching 

analysis of the proposals in the context of site specific and general development policies. The PDAS 

also explains the design evolution of the Proposed Development and the accessibility of the site.  

1.2 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

1.2.1. The PDAS should be read in conjunction with the following documents which accompany the 

planning application: 

 Planning Application Form; 

 Plans and Drawings 

 Pre-Application Consultation Report (to be submitted with the final planning application following 

Pre-Application Consultation); 

 Ecology Assessment (including a Reptile Survey Report and Breeding and Wintering Bird Survey 

Report). 

 Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (and supporting Landscape and Ecology Mitigation 

Plan); 

 Habitat Regulations Assessment Stage 1 Screening Report; 

 Land Contamination Preliminary Risk Assessment; 

 Transport Statement; 

 Glint and Glare Study; and 

 Decommission Plan. 

1.3 FORMAT OF THE DOCUMENT 

1.3.1. The PDAS is submitted as part of the planning application and is structured as follows: 

 Section 2 (Site Context) – describes the location of the Proposed Development and any relevant 

planning applications in the area surrounding the Site; 

 Section 4 (Consultation) – details the consultation and pre-application activities undertaken to 

date; 

 Section 4 (The Proposed Development) – sets out the details of the Proposed Development 

including design and access considerations; 

 Section 5 (Planning Policy Context) – sets out the national and local planning policies relevant to 

the Proposed Development; 
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 Section 6 (Planning Considerations) – sets out the need for the Proposed Development and 

environmental considerations; and 

 Section 7 (Conclusion) – summarises the need for the Proposed Development and how it 

accords with the planning policy framework. 
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2 SITE CONTEXT 

2.1 THE SITE 

2.1.1. The Application Site (‘the Site’ hereafter), as shown in Figure 2-1 below, has an area of 11 q, and is 

located within the administrative boundary of Swansea Council (SC).  

2.1.2. The Site forms part of Tir John Landfill located within Crymlyn Burrows, and comprises of a capped 

area which is approximately 16% of the total landfill site.  The remaining section of the landfill 

stopped accepting waste in January 2021, and SC have aspirations to cap the remaining area. 

Adjacent south of the Site is Tir John Household Waste Recycling Centre which remains active. 

2.1.3. To the north, south and east of the site is Crymlyn Bog National Nature Reserve (NNR), Site of 

Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), Ramsar, and Special Area of Conservation (SAC), which is a 

wetland habitat.  To the west of the Site is the residential area Port Tennant, and to the south is 

Swansea Gate Business Park. 

2.1.4. The Site is accessed via an unclassified road off Wern Fawr Road in Port Tennant.  To the west of 

the site is Dinan Road which travels north from Port Tennant to Crymlyn Bog to the north west of the 

Site. 

2.1.5. A network of Public Right of Way (PRoW) footpaths is located to the west of the Site, the closest 

footpath is B0484 located adjacent west of Dinam Road. The Wales Coast Path runs east to west 

parallel to the Tennant Canal, approximately 250m south of the solar PV farm Site.  

2.1.6. The private wire route will connect the proposed solar PV farm to a proposed new substation within 

Swansea Bay Wastewater Treatment Works south of Fabian Way.  The route will travel south west 

within the verge of the Tir John Landfill access road, where it meets Wern Fawr Road, it will then 

travel west through an area of disused land to the north of Fabian Way.  The private wire will then 

cross Fabian way utilising the existing railway overbridge, before traveling south east to the 

Swansea Bay Wastewater Treatment Works. 

2.1.7. The solar PV farm site and private wire route are shown on Figure 2-1 below. 
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Figure 2-1 - Site Location 

 

2.2 SITE ANALYSIS 

2.2.1. The Site comprises the solar PV array site, and the private wire connection route.   

2.2.2. The array Site is located on a plateau at the summit of the capped landfill site, with the landform 

varying in height from approximately 19m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD) at the highest point in the 

centre of the site, to approximately 10m AOD to the south where the slope of the landfill falls away 

towards the Tir John Household Waste Recycling Centre. An attenuation lagoon is located within the 

centre of the Site that collects surface water which manages the risk of surface water. 

2.2.3. A central access tracks runs across the Site (from south-east to north-west) and is used for 

operational maintenance purposes. The appearance of the Site is largely managed using a 

wildflower grass mix. 

2.2.4. The private wire route travels south west from Tir John landfill along Wern Fawr Road, it then 

crosses the Tennant Canal and continues in an easterly direction between the Ashland’s Playing 

Fields and A483 Fabien Way. The private wire route will cross underneath the A483 Fabien Way 

before continuing in an easterly direction towards the Swansea Bay Wastewater Treatment Works. 

2.2.5. The photographs below show the existing topography, vegetation and access track within the array 

Site. 
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Figure 2-2 - Site Photographs 

  

Photograph 1: Site plateau Photograph 2: Site plateau 

 

 

Photograph 3: Slope towards attenuation 
lagoon 

Photograph 4: Slope towards recycling centre 

  

Photograph 5: Access track Photograph 6: Access track 
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2.2.6. The below sections describe the Site surroundings and identified constraints. 

SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGNATIONS AND STRATEGIC PLANNING 

ALLOCATIONS  

2.2.7. The Swansea Local Development Plan (LDP) 2010-2025 was adopted on the 28th February 2019 

and sets out the SC’s land use policies and proposals to control development in the City up to 2025 

and gives a clear indication of where development will be encouraged and where it will be resisted.  

Figure 2-3 below shows an extract from the LDP Proposals Map, and Figure 2-4 shows an extract 

from the LDP constraints map. 

Figure 2-3 - Swansea LDP Proposals Map 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Swansea LDP Proposals Map Legend 
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Figure 2-4 - Swansea LDP Constraints Map 
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2.2.8. Further details of the Site constraints are described below. 
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BIODIVERSITY 

2.2.9. The Site is located approximately 50m from Crymlyn Bog Special Area of Conservation (SAC), 

Ramsar, and Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).  Part of the Cymlyn Bog SAC, Ramsar and 

SSSI located adjacent north of the Site is also a designated National Nature Reserve (NNR) known 

as Crymlyn Bog and Pant-Y-Sais. 

2.2.10. Crymlyn Burrows SSSI is located approximately 1.1km south east, and Pant-Y-Sais SAC, Ramsar, 

SSSI and Local Nature Reserve (LNR) is located approximately 1.7km east of the Site. 

2.2.11. Kilvey Hill Site of Importance to Nature Conservation (SINC) is adjacent west of the Site, the 

Tennant Canal SINC is located approximately 250m south of the Site, and NPT Watercourse SINC 

is located approximately 250m east of the Site. 

2.2.12. Two areas of ancient semi-natural woodland were identified approximately 50m north west and 

450m north east.  The Site is located within a lowland wetland priority area (designated by NRW) 

and within a B-line area (designated by the Buglife B-line project). 

2.2.13. The majority of the Site comprises semi-improved neutral grassland, with scattered tall ruderal 

species in some areas, largely on the sloping areas at the edges of the Site. A small area of marshy 

grassland is present on the western edge of the Site and several small patched of scrub are also 

present on the Site, largely made up of bramble. 

2.2.14. Further details of the ecological habitats present within the Site are within the Ecology Assessment 

submitted with this application. 

HERITAGE 

2.2.15. There are no identified designated heritage assets such as world heritage sites, scheduled 

monuments, listed buildings, registered parks and gardens or registered battlefields located within 

1km the Site. The closest designated heritage asset is the Grade II Listed War Memorial in Dan-y-

graig Cemetery, located c.1.2km west of the Site.  

2.2.16. There are two non-designated heritage assets adjacent to the Site’s western boundary: Tir John 

North post medieval building and Crymlin Well, a post medieval well located near Tir John North. 

FLOOD RISK AND WATERCOURSES 

2.2.17. The nearest watercourses to the site are two disused canals; the Tennant Canal lies approximately 

250m to the south and the Glan-y-Wern canal lies approximately 600m to the east. The River Tawe 

lies 2.8km to the west and the River Neath 4.5km to the east. The Crymlyn Bog lies to the south of 

the main Site and surrounds the existing operational landfill.  

2.2.18. Natural Resources Wales (NRW) Development Advice Map (DAM) shows areas at risk of flooding 

for the purposes of land-use planning. The site is shown to be located in Zone A on the DAM 

indicating that these areas are considered to be at little or no risk of fluvial or tidal flooding.  

2.2.19. The site is also shown to be at very low risk of flooding on NRW’s Risk of Flooding from Rivers Map. 

Very Low corresponds to an annual probability of flooding from the sea of less than 1 in 1,000 

(<0.1% AEP). 

2.2.20. The Flood and Surface Drainage Report submitted with this application also identifies that there is a 

low risk of tidal/coastal flooding, surface water flooding, groundwater flooding, and sewer flooding. 
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AIR QUALITY AND NOISE 

2.2.21. The Site is not located within or adjacent to a Noise Planning Priority Area (NAPPA) or an Air 

Quality Management Area (AQMA). 

GROUND CONTAMINATION 

2.2.22. The bedrock geology underlying the Site and forming the valley sides consists of Carboniferous 

South Wales Coal Measures comprising beds of mudstone, siltstone, sandstone with bands of coal. 

The bedrock is overlain by superficial alluvial deposits comprising clay, silt, and sand, overlain by 

peat (forming Crymlyn Bog).  

2.2.23. Based on the historical and current use of the main Site, the potential for contaminant sources to be 

present is high. The Tir John coal-fired power station was constructed between 1932 – 1935 which 

would have required a significant foundation platform. During the Site’s use layers of PFA and 

crushed concrete were spread out across the Site from the power station and into the bog. In the 

1960’s the power station was converted to oil-fired before being decommissioned in 1976. The 

landfill was constructed by levelling off the PFA layer, a GCL installed across the site, overlain by a 

300mm thick drainage blanket of stone and scalping. Controlled waste was then deposited on Site. 

The capping works commenced in 2016 and were completed in 2018. The works included a 300mm 

stabilisation layer, overlain by a geocomposite clay liner, with 300mm protection layer and 700mm 

layer of restoration soils which were vegetated. 

2.2.24. The surrounding area, including the proposed Private Wire Route is expected to be underlain with 

Made Ground based on the former industrial use for the, comprising disused railway sidings on Site 

and surrounded by historical works including chemical, arsenic, gas and tar works.  

2.2.25. From readily available records, the Site is in a potentially high-risk area for Unexploded Ordnance 

(UXO) due to the high bombing density during WWII.  Further details of the ground conditions at the 

Site are within the Preliminary Risk Assessment which has been submitted with this application. 

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL 

2.2.26. The Site falls within National Landscape Character Area (NLCA) 38 Swansea Bay which is a narrow 

coastal plain that forms the setting of steeply rising hills and is dominated by a mix of settlements, 

heavy industry and transport.  

2.2.27. The Site is also within 2km of National Marine Character Area (NMCA) 26 Swansea Bay and 

Porthcawl. 

2.2.28. There are no nationally designated landscapes (AONB’s or National Parks) in the Study Area. 

2.2.29. Further details of the landscape and visual receptors surrounding the Site are within the Landscape 

and Visual Assessment (LVIA) submitted with this application. 

PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES 

2.2.30. PRoW Footpath BO484 is located within the area of woodland and scrub west of Dinam Road, 

approximately 50m from the Site. PRoW Footpath BO477 is also located west of the Site, at 

approximately 500m. 

2.2.31. The Wales Coastal Path is located approximately 300m from the Tir John landfill site. 
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2.2.32. Tir John Household Waste Recycling Centre is located adjacent to the southern boundary of the 

Site.  

2.2.33. The nearest residential dwellings are located on Marcroft Road, Port Tennant, approximately 20m 

north-west of the Site boundary. 

2.3 PLANNING HISTORY 

2.3.1. A review of SC’s planning register has taken place, and relevant planning applications are listed in 

Table 2-1 below. 

Table 2-1 – Relevant Planning History 

Application 
Reference 

Location Proposal Submitted Decision 

2020/0173/FUL Carn Nicholas Farm 
Track From 
Brokesby Road 
Bonymaen Swansea 
SA1 7BL 

Construction of solar farm to include the 
installation of solar panels to generate 
up to 9.99MW of electricity with 
substations, transformers, security 
cameras, fencing, grid connection and 
associated development 

29th 
January 
2020 

Approved 

2015/2491 Land At Carn 
Nicholas Farm 
Bonymaen Swansea 
SA1 7BL 

Laying of electricity cable between the 
DNO substation of the Carn Nicholas 
Solar Farm and the point of connection 
to the electricity transmission network 

16th 
December 
2015 

Approved 

2015/0391 Burrows Yard, North 
Of Fabian Way, 
Swansea 

Change of use from railway sidings to 
student residential accommodation (pre 
application) 

N/A N/A 

EN010049  Swansea Bay 
Swansea 

Proposed Swansea Tidal Lagoon 
(Nationally Significant Infrastructure 
Project) 

9th June 
2015 

DCO 
granted 

2013/1033 Land At Swansea 
Bay Waste Water 
Treatment Works, 
Fabian Way, 
Swansea  

Erection of a 79m high wind turbine, 
detached control building and 
associated works. 

25th 
October 
2013 
(refusal) 
15th 
October 
2014 
(appeal 
decision) 

Appeal 
Allowed 

There have been no recent planning applications within the Site.  However, a recent application for a 

solar farm (reference 2020/0173/FUL) located approximately 900m west of the Site was approved in 

June 2020. 

A pre-application enquiry was submitted in February 2015 for the change of use of the railway 

sidings located south of the railway line and the Wales Coast Path, north of Fabian Way.  The 

planning officer at SC advised that such an application would not be compliant with local planning 

policy. No further applications were submitted for this site.   
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The land south of Fabian Way where a small section of the private wire route is proposed was 

included within the boundary of the Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon project which was granted consent 

by the Secretary of State in 2015, however was not constructed.  Whilst there still remains an 

aspiration to construct a tidal lagoon in Swansea Bay, no further applications have been made. 
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3 CONSULTATION 

3.1 PRE-APPLICATION DIALOGUE 

3.1.1. A pre-application request was submitted to SC planning department on 16th August 2019, and a 

response received on 1st November 2019. The response is within Appendix A. 

3.1.2. The pre-application response noted the relevant policies to the Proposed Development, these are 

discussed further in Section 5.3.  This included Policy SD K which is a Strategic Development Area 

adjacent to the Site, and is allocated for mixed commercial mixed commercial, residential (525 

dwellings) and employment development with 12 hectares of potential development areas that could 

accommodate appropriate B1, B2 and B8 uses.  The pre-applications response states that any 

development in this location would need to be designed in such a way that that would not impact on 

the future development of the strategic site area and the countryside within which it resides. 

3.1.3. The pre-application response concluded that the principle of development in its location may be 

acceptable, however a robust justification of the use of the site will need to be provided within the 

planning application.  

3.1.4. The response also recommended that the following documents are submitted with the planning 

application: 

 Habitats Regulations Assessment; 

 Ecological Assessment; 

 Transport Assessment; 

 Glint and Glare Assessment; 

 Landscape and Visual Assessment; 

 Tree Survey (should any trees be impacted by the development);  

 Soil Hydrology Assessment; and 

 Decommissioning Plan. 

3.1.5. In addition, the response noted that SAB approval, and an EIA screening opinion will need to be 

submitted to SC. 

3.1.6. Since the pre-application response was received, the design of the development has progressed, it 

has become apparent that no trees will be impacted, and therefore a tree survey was not considered 

necessary to support the application.  

3.1.7. The response advised that NRW must be consulted in order to assess the feasibility of developing a 

solar farm on the site, the potential dangers to public health and whether they can be mitigated. 

NRW were consulted in November 2020, and their response is within Appendix B. NRW advised 

that the following environmental topics need to be considered: groundwater protection and land 

contamination; protected sites (included SACs and SSSIs); protected species; and landscape. 

3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

3.2.1. The Proposed Development has been reviewed against the Town and Country Planning 

(Environmental Impact Assessment) (Wales) Regulations 2017 and provisions set out in Circular 

11/99 to determine whether an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is required to accompany 

the planning application. 
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3.2.2. An EIA Screening Opinion request was submitted to SC Planning Department on 30 November 

2021 seeking to confirm whether the Proposed Development is EIA Development. The request was 

formally required as the Proposed Development falls into Category 3 of Schedule 2 (Infrastructure 

projects (a) ‘Industrial installations for the production of electricity, steam and hot water’ and 

exceeds the 0.5ha threshold for Schedule 2, 3(a).   

3.2.3. The submitted request concluded that the Proposed Development would be unlikely to lead to 

significant environmental effects and, as such, does not represent EIA development. 

3.2.4. An EIA Screening Response was received by SC on 7 January 2022 (reference 2021/3044/SCR) 

which confirmed that the Proposed Development does not constitute EIA development as it is 

unlikely to have any significant effects on the environment. The EIA Screening Response is within 

Appendix C. 

3.3 PRE-APPLICATION CONSULTATION (PAC) 

3.3.1. In accordance with Part 1A of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management 

Procedures) (Wales) Order 2016, all major developments (over 1 hectare) are required to carry out 

pre-application consultation, prior to submission to the Local Planning Authority. Therefore, this 

planning application will be accompanied by a Pre-Application Consultation Report which will 

demonstrate compliance with section 61Z of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, and detail 

how consultation responses have been received and considered. Table 3-1 below provides a 

summary of the Pre-Application Consultation actions undertaken to date. 

Table 3-1 – Pre-Application Consultation Summary 

Pre-Application Consultation 
Actions 

Date Requirement Actioned Requirement Satisfied 

Display a site notice 21/03/2022 
 

Write to “any owner or occupier of 
any land adjoining the land to 
which the proposed application 
relates” 

21/03/2022 
 

Consult “community” and 
“specialist” consultees 

121/03/2022 
 

Make the draft application 
available publicly 

21/03/2022 
 

3.3.2. Full details of all pre-application consultation undertaken in connection with the Proposed 

Development will be set out in the Pre-Application Consultation Report which will accompany the 

final planning application.  
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4 THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

4.1.1. The Proposed Development involves the construction, operation, and decommissioning of a ground-

mounted solar photovoltaic (PV) farm with an installed generating capacity of 3 Mega-Watt (MW), 

including ancillary equipment, associated infrastructure and private wire connection on land within 

Tir John Landfill in Swansea. 

SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS AND SUPPORTING STRUCTURES 

4.1.2. The solar PV farm will comprise approximately 5,500 solar PV panels, which will each be fixed and 

mounted onto a metal frame. The solar PV panels would be laid out in straight arrays set at an angle 

of between 10 to 35 degrees from east to west across the Site. This is shown in the submitted Site 

Layout Plan. 

4.1.3. The distance between the arrays would respond to topography but would typically be between 3-4m. 

The top northern edges of the panels would be between 2-3m above ground level (AGL) and the 

south lower edges of the panels would be between 0.5-1m AGL. The arrays would be static. 

4.1.4. The metal framework that houses the solar PV panels will be supported by mounted posts 

approximately 5m apart, depending on the orientation/configuration of the panels. The mounted 

system will be fixed to a non-intrusive ballast system. CCTV will also be installed across the Site 

Please refer to Figure 4-2. 

Figure 4-1 - Indicative Cross-Section of Solar Panels 

 

PRIVATE WIRE ROUTE 

4.1.5. The Proposed Development includes a private wire connection which would export the electricity 

generated by the Proposed Development to a nearby user, located to the south of Fabian Way. 
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4.1.6. The private wire route travels south west from Tir John landfill along Wern Fawr Road, it then 

crosses the Tennant Canal and continues in an easterly direction between the Ashland’s Playing 

Fields and A483 Fabien Way. The private wire route would cross underneath the A483 Fabien Way 

before continuing in an easterly direction towards the Swansea Bay Wastewater Treatment Works. 

4.1.7. The private wire connection would largely consist of a high-voltage (HV) cable for a length of 

approximately 1.6km, and will largely be underground for its entire length except for works 

associated with crossing the Tennant Canal and Fabien Way underpass. 

4.1.8. The permanent cabling easement required will be approximately 450mm in width, with the cable 

located approximately 520mm below ground to allow room for appropriate cable protection. A 

construction working width of approximately 5m will be required along the length of the route.  

SUBSTATION BUILDINGS 

4.1.9. There will be two substation buildings, one located at the Tir John landfill site and one located at the 

end of the Private Wire Connection, at Swansea Bay Wastewater Treatment Works owned by 

DCWW. The substation buildings will consist of a glass-fibre reinforced polyester enclosure housing 

switchgear, transformer, and auxiliary electrical equipment, including communication and control 

systems. 

4.1.10. The substation buildings will measure approximately 3m in height and will be positioned on a raised 

concrete plinth.  

4.2 ACCESS AND MOVEMENT 

4.2.1. Access to the proposed solar PV farm would be taken from Wern Fawr Road via the existing access 

arrangements. There are frequent passing places along the access road from Wern Fawr Road into 

the site ensuring safe passing of vehicles. These access arrangements are expected to be utilised 

during construction and for future access to the site for security, maintenance, and operational 

purposes.  

4.2.2. Emergency vehicles will use the same access arrangements as other vehicles via Wern Fawr Road. 

4.2.3. The site would have infrequent trips for servicing due to the nature of the site. Any servicing of the 

site would occur via the existing access arrangements via Wern Fawr Road. 

4.2.4. The car parking provision will be provided on site and would be sufficient to accommodate the 

infrequent demand for parking due to security, maintenance, and operational visits. 

4.2.5. There is a network of existing access tracks throughout the Tir John landfill site which will be 

integrated and used as part of the Proposed Development, where possible.   

4.2.6. The proposed substation building at the end of the private wire connection will be accessed via 

Baldwins Crescent before joining a private road which leads to the Swansea Bay Wastewater 

Treatment Works.   

4.3 LANDSCAPING 

4.3.1. A Landscape and Ecological Mitigation Plan (LEMP) will be produced for the operational phase of 

the development, this will include measures such as the management of the habitat mosaic around 

the periphery of the Solar PV farm and a habitat monitoring scheme to be agreed with the Local 

Planning Authority (LPA) and site operator. 
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4.3.2. The measures within the LEMP will ensure that there is ongoing structural and species diversity, 

which will in turn ensure improvements to invertebrate diversity as well as better foraging 

opportunities for birds and bats.  As a result, other species such as amphibians and reptiles are also 

likely to benefit. Such measures would likely therefore provide some net benefit within the 

development. 

4.4 DESIGN RATIONALE  

4.4.1. The proposed layout of the Site has been designed to maximise electricity production, however 

several site constraints have also influenced the layout of the solar PV panels and proposed design 

as described below. 

4.4.2. As the project is sited on a capped landfill, careful consideration has been given to the location of 

the plant and all equipment is required to be above ground. This means that the mounting structure 

is required to be a ballasted system, and no cables are to be buried.   

4.4.3. An active gas management system has been installed at the Site to prevent the migration of landfill 

gas beyond the site boundary, and to minimise uncontrolled emissions of landfill gas to the 

atmosphere.  The location of the above ground gas monitoring infrastructure has therefore been 

considered within the proposed site layout. 

4.4.4. Given the topography of the Site, as described in Section 2.1, the location of the solar panels is 

restricted to the plateau, and therefore no panels are proposed on the embankments surrounding 

the Site, sloping towards the attenuation lagoon and the recycling centre.  The layout also avoids the 

existing access tracks through the Site so that these can continue to be used for maintenance and 

operational purposes 

4.4.5. Other design constraints include the presence of overhead lines, for which a 10m buffer has been 

implemented in the design and the presence of trees on the outskirts of the Site for which a 20m 

buffer has been implemented in the design. 

4.5 DECOMMISSIONING 

4.5.1. A Decommissioning Plan has been submitted as part of this application.  All solar PV array 

infrastructure would be removed from the Site and recycled or disposed of in accordance with good 

practice and market conditions at that time. The future of the substation buildings and permanent 

access would be discussed with network operators and agreed with the landowner and SC prior to 

the commencement of decommissioning.  

4.5.2. The Site will be restored to a state similar to its pre- construction condition. and the soil shall be 

reseeded with suitable native species, in liaison with the landowner, in order to integrate the newly 

restored soil into the future land-use.   

4.5.3. Decommissioning activities could result in environmental impacts similar to those of the construction 

phase, therefore best practice construction management measures including mitigation 

requirements and measures to manage risks associated with the decommissioning of the Proposed 

Development, similar to those employed during the construction phase of the solar PV farm will be 

implemented. 
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5 PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

5.1.1. Section 38 (6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act (2004) requires that proposals are 

determined in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicated 

otherwise. The development plan comprises of local planning documents which have been the 

subject of examination in public or testing through public inquiry and are adopted having been 

through due process. 

5.1.2. This section of the PDAS sets out the planning policy context for the Proposed Development in the 

context of the relevant planning policy and guidance at both the national and local level. 

5.2 NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY 

PLANNING POLICY WALES (EDITION 11, FEBRUARY 2021) 

5.2.1. Planning Policy Wales (PPW) sets out the land use planning policies of the Welsh Government. The 

primary objective of PPW is to ensure that the planning system contributes towards the delivery of 

sustainable development and improves the social, economic, environmental and cultural well-being 

of Wales, as required by the Planning (Wales) Act 2015, the Well-being of Future Generations 

(Wales) Act 2015, and other key legislation. The table below sets out the policies which are relevant 

to the Site and Proposed Development. 

Table 5-1 - Planning Policy Wales (Edition 11, February 2021) 

Paragraph number Policy text 

1.18 Legislation secures a presumption in favour of sustainable development in 
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise to ensure that social, economic, cultural and environmental issues are 
balanced and integrated. 

2.8 Planning policies, proposals and decisions must seek to promote sustainable 
development and support the well-being of people and communities across 
Wales. 

2.15 and Figure 5 The national sustainable placemaking outcomes should be used to inform the 
assessment of development proposals: 

- Creating and Sustaining Communities 

- Growing Our Economy in a Sustainable Manner 

- Making Best Use of Resources 

- Maximising Environmental Protection and Limiting Environmental Impact 

- Facilitating Accessible and Healthy Environments 

3.43 Planning authorities must prioritise the use of suitable and sustainable previously 
developed land and/or underutilised sites for all types of development. 

3.55 Previously developed land should, wherever possible, be used in preference to 
greenfield sites where it is suitable for development.  
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Paragraph number Policy text 

5.9.1 Planning authorities should seek to ensure their area’s full potential for renewable 
and low carbon energy generation is maximised and renewable energy targets are 
achieved. 

5.9.10 Planning authorities should ensure development plan policies are supportive of 
renewable and low carbon energy development in all parts of Wales, direct 
developments to the right locations and set out clearly the local criteria against 
which proposals will be evaluated. 

6.4.3 Development proposals must consider the need to: 

- support the conservation of biodiversity, in particular the conservation of 
wildlife and habitats; 

- ensure action in Wales contributes to meeting international responsibilities 
and obligations for biodiversity and habitats; 

- ensure statutorily and non-statutorily designated sites are properly protected 
and managed; 

- safeguard protected and priority species and existing biodiversity assets from 
impacts which directly affect their nature conservation interests and 
compromise the resilience of ecological networks and the components which 
underpin them, such as water and soil, including peat; and  

- secure enhancement of and improvements to ecosystem resilience by 
improving diversity, condition, extent and connectivity of ecological networks. 

6.4.5 Planning authorities must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the 
exercise of their functions. This means development should not cause any 
significant loss of habitats or populations of species, locally or nationally and must 
provide a net benefit for biodiversity. 

 

FUTURE WALES (FEBRUARY 2021) 

5.2.2. Future Wales is the National Development Framework for Wales, setting the direction for 

development in Wales to 2040.  Future Wales is a spatial plan with a strategy for addressing key 

national priorities through the planning system, including sustaining and developing a vibrant 

economy, achieving decarbonisation and climate-resilience, developing strong ecosystems and 

improving the health and well-being of communities. 

5.2.3. Future Wales identifies that Wales can become a world leader in renewable energy technologies, in 

part because of the potential for solar generation, and also because of the commitment to ensuring 

the planning system provides a strong lead for renewable energy development. 

5.2.4. Policy 17 states that the Welsh Government strongly supports renewable energy development in 

principle, and decision makers must give significant weight to the need to meet Wales’ international 

commitments and targets set for the consumption of renewable energy.  All development proposals 

however must demonstrate that they will not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the 

environment. 
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TECHNICAL ADVICE NOTES 

5.2.5. Each Technical Advice Note (TAN) provides detailed planning advice on a different subject. They 

should be read along with the Planning Policy Wales document which sets out the land use planning 

policies. The relevant TANs to this application have been set out below: 

 TAN 5, Nature Conservation and Planning (September 2009); and 

 TAN 12, Design (March 2016). 

TAN 5, NATURE CONSERVATION AND PLANNING (SEPTEMBER 2009) 

5.2.6. This TAN provides advice about how the land use planning system should contribute to protecting 

and enhancing biodiversity and geological conservation, including protected species and habitats. 

5.2.7. A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (PEA) for the Site has been undertaken and has been submitted 

to support this application.  Following the result of this a bird survey and reptile survey were also 

carried out. 

5.2.8. The Site is a caped landfill site which has limited ecological value, however the results of the 

ecological survey state that during the construction phase the Proposed Development has the 

potential to result in adverse effects on habitats and protected species. Mitigation measures such as 

the presence of an Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW) and appropriate working methods, will be 

implemented to avoid, mitigate and compensate for any potential effects of the Proposed 

Development. 

5.2.9. A Habitats Regulation Assessment for the Site has also been undertaken to assess any potential 

effects to the below International Designated Sites: 

 Crymlyn Bog SAC 

 Crymlyn Bog Ramsar 

5.2.10. No impacts on the SAC and Ramsar are considered likely from the Proposed Development. The 

solar development will not result in changes to surface water flows in amount or quality and no 

impacts on air quality or nutrient enrichment. 

5.2.11. A LEMP will be produced for the operational phase of the development, this will include managing 

the habitats around the periphery of the solar PV farm, and a habitat monitoring scheme as agreed 

with the LPA and site operator.  Further biodiversity enhancements are also recommended in 

section 6.3 of the Ecological Assessment. 

TAN 12, DESIGN (MARCH 2016) 

5.2.12. This TAN provides guidance on how good design should be achieved through the planning process. 

Paragraph 2.6 of TAN 12 states that “design which is inappropriate in its context, or which fails to 

grasp opportunities to enhance the character, quality and function of an area, should not be 

accepted, as these have detrimental effects on existing communities”.  

5.2.13. The design of the Proposed Development is generally recessive in nature, hugging the landform and 

comprising built form of a uniform height above ground level. In addition, the Proposed Development 

does not incorporate any lighting and requires little in the way of personnel and vehicles on site 

during its operation. 

5.2.14. A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) for the Proposed Development has been 

undertaken which concludes that:  
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 The Proposed Development would not result in any long-term significant landscape or visual 

effects.  

 No significant effects on Landscape Character are anticipated.  

5.3 LOCAL PLANNING POLICY 

5.3.1. The Swansea Local Development Plan (LDP) 2010-2025 was adopted on the 28th February 2019.   

5.3.2. The LDP sets out the SC’s land use policies and proposals to control development in the City up to 

2025 and gives a clear indication of where development will be encouraged and where it will be 

resisted. The Site is located within an area allocated under Policy CV 2 Development in the 

Countryside.  Policy CV 2 aims to ensure that the integrity of the countryside is conserved and 

enhanced, and there is a presumption against development in the countryside unless it meets the 

below criteria: 

 The purposes of agriculture, forestry or other rural enterprise. 

 The expansion of an existing rural business. 

 Affordable housing to meet local need at acceptable and sustainable locations within, or infilling, 

or adjoining settlements, or as minor extensions to small groups of dwellings in the countryside. 

 A rural exception site for employment in or adjoining a settlement. 

 Development to allow a small business to operate from home. 

 One Planet Development. 

 Necessary infrastructure provision and enhancement of infrastructure networks. 

 Recreational equine activities. 

5.3.3. Whist the Proposed Development does not fit directly into the criteria listed above, the Site is located 

on an existing landfill site, and will therefore not use a greenfield site, or encroach on the 

countryside, it is also unlikely that this land can be restored for agricultural use.  In addition, a 

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment has been undertaken for the Proposed Development and 

concludes that there would be no significant effects. 

5.3.4. Adjacent south of the Site is an area allocated as Strategic Development Area K (Policy SD K 

Fabian Way Corridor).  SD K is allocated for mixed commercial, residential (525 dwellings) and 

employment development with 12 hectares of potential development areas that could accommodate 

appropriate B1, B2 and B8, the concept plan for SD K is in Figure 5-1. The area of land directly 

south of the Site is allocated for public access greenspace, and the area of land south of Fabian way 

is allocated for employment development.   

5.3.5. The Proposed Development does not incorporate any lighting and requires little in the way of 

personnel and vehicles on site during its operation.  Given the nature of the Proposed Development 

no impacts to air quality or noise are anticipated, and the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 

concludes no significant effects.  Therefore, the Proposed Development will not have any significant 

impacts on the amenity of existing and future residents of the surrounding area, and will not be 

prejudicial to the future development of SD K.  

5.3.6. The installation of the cable within these areas will not prevent any future development within SD K 

as it will be installed underground for the most part. 
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Figure 5-1 - Concept Plan for SD K (extract from Swansea LDP) 

 

5.3.7. As detailed in Section 2.2, there are environmental constraints/designations which are present within 

and adjacent to the Site.  The Site has been identified as a landfill site, and as historic contaminated 

land. Adjacent to the Site are several ecological designations, and land within Flood Zone 2 and 

Flood Zone 3 surround the Site on the north, east and south boundaries.  In addition, the cable route 

will cross the Tennant Canal Site of Importance to Nature Conservation (SINC), National Cycle 

Route 4, and the Wales Coast Path. These constraints are discussed further in Section 6 Planning 

Considerations. 
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5.3.8. Table 5-2 below sets out the other relevant policies from the SC LDP which support the 

development of the Site: 
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Table 5-2 – Relevant LDP Policies 

Policy Policy text Relevance to the Proposed Development 

PS 1: Sustainable 
Places 

In order to deliver sustainable places and strategically 
manage the spatial growth of the County, the delivery of 
new homes, jobs, infrastructure and community facilities 
must comply with the Plan’s sustainable settlement strategy 
that requires: 

i. Development to be directed to the most sustainable 
locations within the defined settlement boundaries of the 
urban area and Key Villages; 

iv. Inappropriate development in the countryside to be 
resisted. 

The Site is located within the countryside (See above Policy 
CV 2), however it is located on a capped landfill site not a 
greenfield site.  An LVIA has been undertaken and 
concludes there are no likely significant effects on 
Landscape Character. 

The Site is considered suitable for a solar farm development 
as due to its previous use as a landfill site only 
developments that would not be particularly vulnerable to the 
presence of contamination would be permitted, and therefore 
it is unlikely that the Site would be returned to agricultural 
use.  The Proposed development has been designed to be 
surface mounted so that limited earthworks are required, and 
requires little in the way of personnel during operation, 
reducing contamination risk. 

PS 2: Placemaking ad 
Place Management 

Development should enhance the quality of places and 
spaces, and respond positively to aspects of local context 
and character that contribute towards a sense of place.  

All proposals should ensure that no significant adverse 
impacts would be caused to people’s amenity. 

Depending on the nature, scale and siting of the proposal, 
development should also: 

i. Have regard to important elements of local heritage, 
culture, landscape, townscape, views and vistas; 

iv. Integrate effectively with the County’s network of 
multifunctional open spaces and enhance the County’s 
Green Infrastructure network; 

xi. Maximise opportunities for sustainable construction, 
resource efficiency and contributions towards increased 
renewable or low carbon energy generation;  

I – The LVIA undertaken concludes that there would be no 
significant landscape or visual effects. 

IV – A LEMP will be produced, and biodiversity 
enhancements will be implemented as recommended in the 
Ecology Assessment. 

XI – The Proposed Development will contribute towards 
increased renewable energy generation. 

XII – the Proposed Development is on a former landfill site, 
and therefore does not need to be retained for its existing 
use 

XII – no conflicts are anticipated, the development will not 
have effect on existing and future residential uses in the 
surrounding area. 

Xiv - The identified heritage assets are well separated from 
the site by greenfield land and intervening urban 
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Policy Policy text Relevance to the Proposed Development 

xii. Avoid the loss of land and/or premises that should be 
retained for its existing use or as an area of open space; 

xiii. Avoid unacceptable juxtaposition and/or conflict 
between residential and non-residential uses;  

xiv. Ensure no significant adverse impact on natural heritage 
and built heritage assets;  

xv. Ensure resilience is not undermined and does not result 
in significant risk to human health, well-being or quality of 
life;  

development. As a result, it is considered unlikely that the 
proposals will give rise to significant effects. 

XV – The Site is a former landfill.  The Preliminary Risk 
Assessment undertaken concludes that there would be no 
significant effects on human health from ground or water 
contamination.  There are also no anticipated effects to air 
quality or noise given the nature of the Proposed 
Development. 

SD 1: Strategic 
Development Areas 

Strategic Development Areas (SDAs) are allocated at 12 
locations to provide new homes and opportunities for job 
creation and commercial investment at a strategic scale. 

The Site is located adjacent north of SD K Fabian Way.  How 
the development accords with this policy is described in 
paragraphs 5.3.5 to 5.3.7 above 

ER 1: Climate Change To mitigate against the effects of climate change, adapt to 
its impacts and ensure resilience, development proposals 
should take into account: 

i. Reducing carbon emissions; 

ii. Protecting and increasing carbon sinks; 

iii. Adapting to the implications of climate change at both a 
strategic and detailed design level; 

iv. Promoting energy and resource efficiency and increasing 
the supply of renewable and low carbon energy; 

v. Avoiding unnecessary flood risk by assessing the 
implications of development proposals within areas 
susceptible to flooding and preventing development that 
unacceptably increases flood risk; and 

vi. Maintaining ecological resilience 

The Proposed Development will increase the supply of 
renewable energy.  There will be no emissions to the air from 
the Proposed Development.  

Emissions to air would be limited to maintenance activities 
including regular inspections of the Site by technicians and 
the use of machinery for maintenance purposes, if required.  

The Proposed Development is anticipated to have a long-
term beneficial impact on climate. 
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Policy Policy text Relevance to the Proposed Development 

ER 2: Strategic Green 
Infrastructure Network 

Green Infrastructure will be provided through the protection 
and enhancement of existing green spaces that afford 
valuable ecosystem services. 

Development that compromises the integrity of such green 
spaces, and therefore that of the overall Green 
Infrastructure network, will not be permitted. 

Development will be required to take opportunities to 
maintain and enhance the extent, quality and connectivity of 
the County’s multi-functional Green Infrastructure network, 
and where appropriate: 

i. Create new interconnected areas of Green Infrastructure 
between the proposed site and the existing strategic 
network; 

ii. Fill gaps in the existing network to improve connectivity; 
and 

iii. In instances where loss of Green Infrastructure is 
unavoidable, provide mitigation and compensation for the 
lost assets. 

The Proposed Development will be contained to the former 
landfill site, and no significant impacts to air quality, noise, 
amenity, landscape and visual, or ecology are anticipated, 
therefore the Proposed Development will not compromise 
the integrity of any existing or future green spaces in the 
surrounding area. 

A LEMP will be produced and biodiversity enhancements will 
be implemented as recommended in the Ecology 
Assessment. 

ER 6: Designated 
Sites of Ecological 
Importance 

Development will not be permitted that would result in a 
likely significant adverse effect on the integrity of sites of 
international or national nature conservation importance. 

Development that would adversely affect locally designated 
sites of nature conservation importance should maintain and 
enhance the nature conservation interest of the site. Where 
this cannot be achieved development will only be permitted 
where it can be demonstrated that: 

i. The need for the development outweighs the need to 
protect the site for nature conservation purposes; 

ii. There is no satisfactory alternative location for the 
development that avoids nature conservation impacts; and 

An Ecology Assessment has been undertaken for the 
Proposed Development which concludes that there will be no 
impacts to designated sites.  Additionally A Habitats 
Regulation Screening Assessment has been undertaken and 
concludes that no impacts on the Crymlyn Bog SAC/Ramsar 
are considered likely from the Proposed Development. The 
solar development will not result in changes to surface water 
flows in amount or quality and no impacts on air quality or 
nutrient enrichment. 
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Policy Policy text Relevance to the Proposed Development 

iii. Any unacceptable harm is kept to a minimum by effective 
avoidance measures and mitigation, or where this is not 
feasible, compensatory measures must be put in place to 
ensure that there is no overall reduction in the nature 
conservation value of the area. 

ER 8: Habitats and 
Species 

Development proposals that would have a significant 
adverse effect on the resilience of protected habitats and 
species will only be permitted where: 

i. The need for development outweighs the nature 
conservation importance of the site; 

ii. The developer demonstrates that there is no satisfactory 
alternative location for the development which avoids nature 
conservation impacts; and 

iii. Any unavoidable harm is minimised by effective 
mitigation to ensure that there is no reduction in the overall 
nature conservation value of the area. Where this is not 
feasible, compensation measures designed to conserve, 
enhance, manage and, where appropriate, restore natural 
habitats and species must be provided. 

The Site is a capped landfill site which has limited ecological 
value. However, where possible, habitats of value will be 
avoided.  

The Proposed Development has the potential to result in 
adverse effects on badgers, bats, otter, water vole, birds, 
reptiles and amphibians. Therefore, mitigation measures will 
be introduced to avoid, mitigate and compensate for any 
potential effects of the Proposed Development. 

A LEMP will be implemented once the Proposed 
Development is Operational, this will likely increase the 
botanical and invertebrate diversity of the Site, and therefore 
provide some net benefit within the development. 

ER 9: Ecological 
Networks and 
Features of 
Importance for 
Biodiversity 

Development proposals will be expected to maintain, protect 
and enhance ecological networks and features of 
importance for biodiversity. Particular importance will be 
given to maintaining and enhancing the connectivity of 
ecological networks which enable the dispersal and 
functioning of protected and priority species. 

Development proposals that could result in an adverse 
effect on the connectivity of ecological networks and 
features of importance for biodiversity will only be permitted 
where: 

i. The need for the development outweighs the nature 
conservation value of the site; 

The Site is a capped landfill site which has limited ecological 
value. However, where possible, habitats of value will be 
avoided.  

A LEMP will be implemented once the Proposed 
Development is Operational, this will likely increase the 
botanical and invertebrate diversity of the Site, and therefore 
provide some net benefit within the development. 
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Policy Policy text Relevance to the Proposed Development 

ii. It can be demonstrated that there is no satisfactory 
alternative location for the development; 

iii. A functional connected element of the natural resource is 
retained as part of the design of the development; and 

iv. Compensatory provision will be made of comparable or 
greater ecological value to that lost as a result of the 
development. 

ER 11: Trees, 
Hedgerows and 
Development 

Development that would adversely affect trees, woodlands 
and hedgerows of public amenity or natural/cultural heritage 
value, or that provide important ecosystem services, will not 
normally be permitted. 

There is very limited arboricultural receptors across the Site. 
The Proposed Development will avoid areas of vegetation, in 
particular treelines and hedgerows to avoid any shadow risk, 
including along the private wire route 

EU 1: Renewable and 
Low Carbon Energy 
Proposals 

Proposals for renewable or low carbon energy development 
will be permitted subject compliance with specific criteria set 
out in Policy EU 1. 

ii. Local Search Areas (LSAs) - Within the LSAs, proposals 
for solar PV between 5 – 50 MW will be permitted subject to 
criteria iii to v. All other proposals for renewable and low 
carbon energy development will only be permitted where 
they can demonstrate they would not prejudice the purpose 
of the LSA. 

iii. Proposals for all types of renewable and low carbon 
energy development and associated infrastructure, either on 
their own, cumulatively or in combination with existing, 
approved or proposed development, should comply with all 
other relevant policies in the Plan and should not have a 
significant adverse effect on: 

a. The characteristics and features of the proposed location 
as a result of the siting, design, layout, type of installation 
and materials used; 

b. Public amenity or public accessibility to the area; 

The Site is not within an LSA, therefore a Glint and Glare 
study, and an LVIA has been undertaken, including 
consideration of cumulative impacts. 

The Glint and Glare study concludes that no significant 
impact upon surrounding road users and dwellings is 
predicted, and mitigation is not required. 

The LVIA concludes that the Proposed Development would 
not result in any long-term significant landscape or visual 
effects. 
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Policy Policy text Relevance to the Proposed Development 

c. Radar, Aircraft Operations or Telecommunications; 

d. Carbon sinks, unless it can be demonstrated that on-site 
loss can be adequately mitigated; 

iv. Satisfactory mitigation should be in place to reduce the 
impact of the proposal and its associated infrastructure; and 
in the case of solar proposals must mitigate against any 
impacts of glint and glare. Proposals shall make provision 
for the restoration and after-care of the land for its beneficial 
re-use. This will be agreed with the LPA prior to the 
development being carried out. 

v. Where necessary, additional compensatory benefits will 
be sought in accordance with Policy IO 1 Supporting 
Infrastructure and Planning Obligations. 

RP 1: Safeguarding 
Public Health and 
Natural Resources 

Development will not be permitted that would result in 
significant risk to: life; human health and wellbeing; property; 
controlled waters; or the natural and historic environment, 
particularly in respect of: 

i. Air, noise or light pollution; 

ii. Flood risk; 

iii. The quality or quantity of water resources; 

iv. Land contamination; 

v. Land instability or subsidence; 

vi. Sustainable development of mineral resources; and 

vii. Sustainable waste management. 

Development will not be permitted if judged to have a 
significant adverse effect on the integrity of any European 
Designated Sites, either alone or in combination with other 
plans or projects. 

The following assessments have been undertaken  

 
 Ecological Assessment  
 Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
 Habitats Regulations Assessment 
 Land Contamination Preliminary Risk Assessment 
 Transport Statement 
 Flood and Surface Drainage Report 
 Glint and Glare Study 

No significant effects as a result of the Proposed 
Development have been identified. 
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Policy Policy text Relevance to the Proposed Development 

RP 4: Water Pollution 
and the Protection of 
Water Resources 

Development that compromises the quality of the water 
environment, or does not comply with good water resource 
management, will not be permitted.  

Development proposals must make efficient use of water 
resources and, where appropriate, contribute towards 
improvements to water quality. SuDS must be implemented 
wherever they would be effective and practicable.  

Watercourses will be safeguarded through green corridors/ 
riparian buffers: to protect water quality and water habitats 
and species; and to provide for flood plain capacity.  

A Flood and Surface Drainage Report has been produced to 
accompany the planning application. 

A surface water drainage collection system currently 
manages the risk of surface water flooding at the site. 
Surface water is collected in an attenuation lagoon before it 
is pumped out via a distributed system into the Crymlyn Bog 
to the south of the site, in line with the existing environmental 
permit.  

It is proposed that the same surface water drainage 
collection system will remain operational once the solar farm 
has been constructed. There would therefore be no 
significant change to the existing drainage regime and any 
impact on off-site receptors would be negligible. 

The proposals to utilise the existing drainage system are in 
line with the standard SUDS principles and Standards S1 to 
S6. 

RP 6: Land 
Contamination 

Development proposals on land where there is a risk from 
actual or potential contamination or landfill gas will not be 
permitted unless it can be demonstrated that measures can 
be taken to satisfactorily overcome any significant risk to life, 
human health, property, controlled waters, or the natural and 
historic environment. 

A land contamination Preliminary Risk Assessment has been 
undertaken, it concludes that the potential risk to human 
health and controlled waters is considered low. 

An active gas management system has been installed at the 
site to prevent the migration of landfill gas beyond the site 
boundary, and to minimise uncontrolled emissions of landfill 
gas to the atmosphere.  

RP 10: Sustainable 
Waste Management 

Development will be required to incorporate, as appropriate, 
adequate and effective provision for the storage, recycling 
and other sustainable management of waste, and allow for 
appropriate access arrangements for recycling and refuse 
collection vehicles and personnel. 

During construction a Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP) 
which will monitor the levels of waste produced, set goals to 
limit waste generation and provide details on how generated 
waste will be disposed.  

The generation of waste during the operation phase is 
expected to be minimal and limited to maintenance including 
the replacement of redundant equipment where required.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE NOTES 

Biodiversity and Development 

This Supplementary Planning Guidance Note (SPG) sets out how SC will seek to ensure 

development within Swansea maintains and enhances the County’s biodiversity and delivers long 

term ecosystem resilience. 

The Site is a capped landfill site which has limited ecological value. However, where possible, 

habitats of value will be avoided during construction.  

The Proposed Development has the potential to result in adverse effects on habitats and protected 

species. Therefore, mitigation measures will be introduced to avoid, mitigate and compensate for 

any potential effects of the Proposed Development, these are detailed within the Preliminary 

Ecological Appraisal which accompanies this application. 

5.3.9. A LEMP will be produced for the operational phase of the development. The measures to be 

included in the LEMP are within section 6.2 of the Ecology Assessment and are to be agreed with 

the LPA and the site operator.  

5.3.10. Creating a mosaic of habitats around the edge of the Solar PV farm will ensure that there is ongoing 

structural and species diversity within the vegetation, which will in turn ensure improvements to 

invertebrate diversity as well as better foraging opportunities for birds and bats.  As a result, other 

species such as amphibians and reptiles are also likely to benefit. Such measures would likely 

therefore provide some net benefit within the development 

5.3.11. Further biodiversity enhancements are also recommended in section 6.3 of the Ecology 

Assessment. 

5.4 MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

5.4.1. The following national and local policy and legislation have been identified as material 

considerations which are key drivers for the need for renewable energy developments and support 

the Proposed Development. 

CLIMATE CHANGE ACT 2008 

5.4.2. The Climate Change Act 2008 sets out emission reduction targets for the UK that must be legally 

complied with. When passed the Act committed the UK Government to reduce its greenhouse gas 

emissions by 80% by 2050.  In 2019 this target was increased, committing the UK Government to 

net zero emissions by 2050. 

ENVIRONMENT (WALES) ACT 2016 

5.4.3. The Environment (Wales) Act 2019 set a target for an 80% reduction in emissions by 2050, and a 

duty to set interim targets for 2020, 2030, and 2040.  In March 2021, following advice from the 

Committee on Climate Change, the 2050 target was amended to net zero. 

RENEWABLE ENERGY TARGETS 

5.4.4. In 2017 the Welsh Government set a target of generating 70% of consumed electricity by renewable 

means by 2030, and in 2019 it was estimated that this figure was 51%.  The Proposed Development 

will provide an additional source of renewable energy and will therefore help the Welsh Government 

reach the 70% renewable energy target. 
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CLIMATE EMERGENCY 

5.4.5. In 2019 SC declared a Climate Emergency, recognising that climate change is not only a global but 

local problem within significant local impacts particularly for the most vulnerable members of the 

community. 

5.4.6. SC has set a goal to reach a net zero carbon position by 2030, and to reduce the carbon footprint for 

the whole of Swansea, aiming for a net zero carbon Swansea by 2050. 

5.4.7. To reach the net zero carbon position by 2030 SC has set 10 actions to reduce or offset their current 

emissions. One of these actions is for the development of new solar farms and other renewable 

projects, the Proposed Development will contribute to this action by providing renewable energy into 

the grid network. 
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6 PLANNING ASSESSMENT 

6.1 PRINCIPLE OF THE DEVELOPMENT 

6.1.1. The Proposed Development would generate up to 3MW capacity from a renewable source of 

energy. The benefits of using solar farms to generate renewable energy are well documented 

however the main benefits of the Proposed Development is that it would reduce reliance on fossil 

fuels for electricity generation in Wales by introducing a low carbon energy source.  This is in 

accordance with the national and local material considerations identified in Section 5.4, including the 

targets Welsh Government have set of generating 70% of consumed electricity by renewable means 

by 2030, and would contribute to achieving net zero in accordance with the legal obligation to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 100% by 2050 under the Environment (Wales) Act 2016.  In 

addition, the Proposed Development would contribute SC’s response to the Climate Emergency by 

providing an additional renewable energy source and contributing to their net zero aspirations.    

6.1.2. Future Wales Policy 17 supports renewable energy development in principle, provided development 

proposals must demonstrate that they will not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the 

environment, and states that decision makers must give significant weight to the need to meet 

Wales’ international commitments and targets set for the consumption of renewable energy. 

6.1.3. Policy EU 1 of the Swansea LDP states that low carbon energy development would be permitted 

subject to the criteria set out, which includes not having a significant adverse effect on public 

amenity or public accessibility, and suitable mitigation measures are proposed to reduce impact of 

any glint and glare. As discussed above in Table 5-2 both a glint and glare assessment, as well as a 

landscape and visual impact assessment have been completed and conclude that there would be no 

significant adverse effect, the Proposed Development therefore complies with the criteria set out in 

policy EU 1. In addition, Policy ER 1 of the Swansea LDP encourages development that reduce 

carbon emissions and increase the supply of renewable energy.  

6.1.4. Taking into account the applicable policy for renewable energy proposals from Swansea LDP Policy 

17 of Future Wales the Proposed Development would be acceptable in Principle, subject to 

addressing any adverse environmental impacts.   

6.1.5. The following sections address the potential environmental impacts of the Proposed Development 

and provides details of the environmental assessments which have been undertaken and 

accompany this application.   

6.2 BIODIVERSITY 

6.2.1. An Ecological Assessment for the Site has been undertaken and has been submitted to support this 

application.  Following the result of this a bird survey and reptile survey were also carried out. 

6.2.2. The Site is a caped landfill site which has limited ecological value, however the results of the 

ecological survey state that during the construction phase the Proposed Development has the 

potential to result in adverse effects on habitats, badgers, bats, otter, water vole, birds, reptiles and 

amphibians. Therefore, measures will be introduced to avoid, mitigate and compensate for any 

potential effects of the Proposed Development during the construction phase which will be included 

within the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP). 
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6.2.3. A LEMP will be produced for the operational phase of the development, this will include measures 

such as the management of the habitat mosaic around the periphery of the Solar PV farm and a 

habitat monitoring scheme as agreed with the LPA and the site operator. 

6.2.4. The measures within the LEMP will ensure that there is ongoing structural and species diversity, 

which will in turn ensure improvements to invertebrate diversity as well as better foraging 

opportunities for birds and bats.  As a result, other species such as amphibians and reptiles are also 

likely to benefit. Such measures would likely therefore provide some net benefit within the 

development 

6.2.5. Further biodiversity enhancements are also recommended in section 6.3 of the Ecological 

Assessment which accompanies this application. 

6.2.6. It is therefore considered that the Proposed Development is in accordance with Policies ER 6, ER 8, 

ER 9, and ER 11 of the Swansea LDP. 

6.3 GROUND CONTAMINATION 

6.3.1. A Preliminary Risk Assessment has been carried out and submitted with this application. 

6.3.2. The PRA identified sources of contamination at the Site include Made Ground and historic refuse 

waste, and potential contamination from historic railway sidings, nearby historic fuel and chemical 

works, coal levels, electrical substations and current and historic adjacent industrial land uses, 

including canals and docks.    

6.3.3. Based on the understanding of the historical and environmental site setting the potential for 

contaminant sources to be present is high and potential contaminant linkages have been identified 

within the CSM. However, based on the Proposed Development comprising a surface mounted solar 

PV farm, the presence of a capping layer and limited earthworks expected (associated with shallow 

utility trenches for cabling), the potential risk to human health are considered low.  

6.3.4. The risk to controlled waters including Crymlyn Bog and Swansea coast are currently considered to 

be moderate based on the sensitivity of the receptors and the potential for leaching and migration of 

contaminants and surface run off towards these receptors. However, risk to Rivers, The River 

Neath, River Tawe, is considered low owing to its distance (>1.5km) and direction from the Site. The 

risk to groundwater is currently considered to be moderate until the efficacy of the leachate system 

can be confirmed.   

6.3.5. The risk to controlled waters is currently considered to be low based on the sensitivity of the 

adjacent surface water bodies and the potential for leaching and migration of contaminants and 

surface run off towards these receptors.  

6.3.6. Based on the Proposed Development, the risk to controlled waters is considered low due to the 

earthworks being limited to shallow utility trenches, within the restoration soils.   

6.3.7. The UXB risk is classed as high across the Site, therefore a detailed UXO desk study and risk 

assessment should be conducted prior to any intrusive works on Site. However, due to the limited 

shallow excavation works (utility trenches), which will be limited to within the imported restoration 

soils this is not considered required. This assessment could be limited to the proposed private wire 

route area, or a tool box talk by a specialist may suffice,  
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6.3.8. Chemical testing of material likely to be disturbed as part of any earthworks (assumed limited to 

utility trenches) should be undertaken to confirm its suitability for reuse (as backfill following trench 

excavation).   

6.3.9. It is therefore considered that the Proposed Development is in accordance with Policy RP 1 in 

respect of land contamination and water resources, and Policy RP 6. 

6.4 FLOOD RISK AND DRAINAGE 

6.4.1. A Flood Risk and Drainage Report has been submitted as part of this application. 

6.4.2. Flood risk and drainage at the site have been assessed by reviewing publicly available information, 

Natural Resource Wales Online Flood Maps, and historic planning documents for the site. No 

watercourses are located within the boundary of the site; however a surface water attenuation 

lagoon is adjacent to the site boundary.  

6.4.3. Based on NRW’s online flood mapping, the site is at very low risk of fluvial and tidal/coastal flooding, 

with the site located in DAM Zone A.  

6.4.4. The present day risk of flooding from surface water to the majority of the site is shown to be very low 

based on NRW’s Risk of Flooding from Surface Water and Small Watercourses mapping.  

6.4.5. The site is at low risk of flooding from groundwater and low risk from artificial sources. 

6.4.6. A surface water drainage collection system currently manages the risk of surface water flooding at 

the site. Surface water is collected in an attenuation lagoon before it is pumped out via a distributed 

system into the Crymlyn Bog to the south of the site, in line with the existing environmental permit.  

6.4.7. It is proposed that the same surface water drainage collection system will remain operational once 

the solar PV farm has been constructed. There would therefore be no significant change to the 

existing drainage regime and any impact on off-site receptors would be negligible. 

6.4.8. The proposals to utilise the existing drainage system are in line with the standard SUDS principles 

and Standards S1 to S6. 

6.4.9. It is therefore considered that the Proposed Development is in accordance with Policy RP 1 in 

respect of water resources, and Policy RP 4. 

6.5 LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL 

6.5.1. A LVIA has been completed and submitted with this planning application. 

6.5.2. The LVIA concluded that effects on Landscape and Seascape Character at National and Regional 

scales would be negligible and not significant, and they were therefore scoped out of the 

assessment. 

6.5.3. The design of the Proposed Development is generally recessive in nature, hugging the landform and 

comprising built form of a uniform height above ground level. Whilst there are limited opportunities to 

mitigate the impact of the Proposed Development with vegetation due to its location at the crest of 

the capped landfill mound and the requirement for adequate insolation (i.e. not shaded) to maximise 

the performance of the PV array, close views of the Proposed Development are generally limited by 

existing vegetation, and established vegetation across the wider Study Area serves to partially 

obscure more distant views.  
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6.5.4. The Proposed Development does not incorporate any lighting and requires little in the way of 

personnel and vehicles on site during its operation which further reduces its visual impact. 

6.5.5. Within the Study Area, there would be limited visibility from a number of visual receptors (residential, 

recreational, transport and commercial). The Proposed Development would not significantly affect 

any residential receptors.  

6.5.6. The LVIA therefore concludes that the Proposed Development would not result in any long-term 

significant landscape or visual effects.  

6.5.7. It is therefore considered that the Proposed Development is in accordance with Policy PS2 in 

respect to landscape, townscape, views and vistas, and Policy CV 2. 

6.6 GLINT AND GLARE 

6.6.1. A Glint and Glare Study has been completed and submitted as part of this application. The study 

looked at impacts to road users and dwellings. 

6.6.2. The results of the assessment indicate that solar reflections are not geometrically possible towards 

all 20 assessed road receptors along a 1.9km section of the A483. The assessment therefore 

concluded that no impact is predicted to road users and no mitigation is required. Any solar 

reflections from the proposed development that are experienced by a road user along a local road 

would be considered low impact in the worst case. 

6.6.3. The results of the assessment indicate that solar reflections are geometrically possible towards 53 

out of the 88 assessed dwelling receptors. For 52 dwellings, screening in the form of existing 

vegetation, dwellings, and/or terrain will significantly obstruct the views of the reflecting panels. This 

means that observers located at these dwellings will not experience solar reflections in practice. No 

impact is predicted, and mitigation is not required.  

6.6.4. Partial views of the reflecting panels are considered possible for one dwelling. The duration of 

effects is not significant. A low impact is predicted, and mitigation is not required. 

6.6.5. Overall, no significant impact upon surrounding road users and dwellings is predicted, and mitigation 

is not required. 

6.7 TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT 

6.7.1. A Transport Statement has been completed and submitted as part of this application.   

ACCESS AND PARKING 

6.7.2. Access to the proposed solar PV farm would be taken from Wern Fawr Road via the existing access 

arrangements. There are frequent passing places along the access road from Wern Fawr Road into 

the site ensuring safe passing of vehicles. These access arrangements are expected to be utilised 

during construction and for future access to the site for security, maintenance, and operational 

purposes.  

6.7.3. Emergency vehicles will use the same access arrangements as other vehicles via Wern Fawr Road. 

6.7.4. The site would have infrequent trips for servicing due to the nature of the site. Any servicing of the 

site would occur via the existing access arrangements via Wern Fawr Road. 

6.7.5. The car parking provision will be provided on site and would be sufficient to accommodate the 

infrequent demand for parking due to security, maintenance, and operational visits. 
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6.7.6. Swept path assessments have not been undertaken. This is due to the access route for the site 

already being used by HGVs. No large changes to the highway infrastructure within the site or 

surrounding areas are planned, therefore HGVs and other large vehicles will be able to continue to 

access the site safely.  

6.7.7. Construction traffic would access the development directly off an A-road, and therefore would not 

route through any residential neighbourhoods to access the site, avoiding unnecessary disruption to 

the surrounding community. 

TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

6.7.8. During operation the site will be managed, monitored and controlled remotely. On this basis, it is 

considered that the solar farm would have only a small number of employees accessing the site for 

security checks, maintenance and repairs. It is expected that, at most, one to two daily two-way trips 

would occur for security purposes. However, general maintenance and/or cleaning of equipment 

would be occur less frequently, and deliveries to the site during its operation are not expected to be 

frequent and would only occur where there are failures in equipment, requiring replacement.  

6.7.9. Therefore, it is considered that Trip generation associated with the daily operations of a solar farm 

would be negligible. On this basis, it is considered that there would be a betterment to the existing 

situation as frequent Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV) trips would be removed from the highway. 

6.7.10. The Transport Statement concludes that: 

 The proposals fully comply with national, regional and local policy objectives, in that they are 

sustainable from a transport and highways perspective.  

 The site benefits from good accessibility by public transport.   

 Trips to the site are likely to be infrequent and have a minimal impact on the local highway 

network. Compared to the current site operations, it is considered that the proposals would be a 

betterment to the local highway network operations and safety.  

 As HGVs are frequently accessing the site at present, it is considered that construction traffic 

would have a minimal impact on the residents in the surrounding residential area and that 

appropriate construction traffic management can be undertaken to ensure that construction traffic 

does not travel via residential access roads.  

  

6.7.11. The proposals meet requirements set out within NPPF, in that they provide safe and enhanced 

access for all users and do not negatively impact on the operation of the local highway network.  

6.7.12. It is therefore concluded that there are no valid transportation reasons, which should prevent the 

development of this Site as a solar PV farm. 
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7 CONCLUSION 

7.1.1. A review of national and local planning policy has been undertaken within this report.  The Proposed 

Development is supported by Planning Policy Wales, Future Wales, and the Swansea LDP, and is 

not deemed prejudicial to any national or local polices. 

7.1.2. The Welsh Government has identified within Future Wales that Wales has the potential to become a 

world leader in renewable energy technologies, and Policy 17 of Future Wales states that the Welsh 

Government strongly supports renewable energy development in principle, and decision makers 

must give significant weight to the need to meet Wales’ international commitments and targets set 

for the consumption of renewable energy provided proposals demonstrate that they will not have an 

unacceptable adverse impact on the environment. 

7.1.3. The Swansea Local Development Plan is also supportive of renewable energy projects provided 

they are not prejudicial to the polices set out. In 2019 SC declared a climate emergency and set a 

goal to reach a net zero carbon position by 2030.  One of the actions SC has put forward to reach 

this goal is the development of new solar farms and other renewable projects. 

7.1.4. The Proposed Development will provide comprehensive benefits from an environmental, social and 

economic perspective, including introducing a low carbon energy source, and increasing security 

and reliability of energy supply. The Proposed Development will result in more diverse sources of 

energy supply. 

7.1.5. The existing Site is a former landfill which has been capped, and so would not be suitable for a use 

that is vulnerable to contamination, which includes being returned to agricultural land.  It is therefore 

considered that the Site is suitable for the development of a solar PV farm as the design comprises 

surface mounted PV panels, and limited earthworks are expected.  In addition, the Site will not need 

to be manned, only maintenance and operational visits will be required. 

7.1.6. The key environmental material considerations have been discussed in this report, this includes 

biodiversity, ground contamination, flood risk and drainage, landscape and visual effects, glint and 

glare, and traffic impacts.  Assessments have been undertaken and are included in the submission, 

no unacceptable adverse impacts to the environment are likely as a result of the Proposed 

Development. 

7.1.7. Overall, the Proposed Development will provide significant benefits, and will contribute to national 

and local carbon reduction targets. Taking the above into consideration, this report demonstrates 

how the proposals are consistent with both national and local planning policies. Accordingly, we 

would respectfully suggest that the application be approved. 
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Dear Mr O'Brien 
 

The Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (As amended) 
The Town and Country Planning (Pre-Application Services)(Wales) Regulations 2016 

 

Application No: 2019/1925/PRE 

Site Location: Tir John Civic Amenity Site Danygraig Road St Thomas Swansea 
SA1 8NS  

Proposal: PRE-APP CONFIDENTIAL Development of a 3 MW ground mounted 
solar PV farm 

 

I refer to the above pre-application received on 16 August 2019 seeking advice under the statutory 
pre-application services provided for under the above Regulations. 

 
The Proposal 
 
It is proposed to erect a 3MW ground mounted solar PV farm. 
 
Relevant planning history 
 
There does not appear to be any relevant planning history in association with the application site.  
 
Development Plan and Relevant Policies 
 
The Development Plan for the area is the Swansea Local Development Plan (Adopted February 
2019) and within which the following policies are considered to be relevant to your proposal:   
 
Policy PS 1 Sustainable Places - In order to deliver sustainable places and strategically manage 
the spatial growth of the County, the delivery of new homes, jobs, infrastructure and community 
facilities must comply with the Plan’s sustainable settlement strategy, which requires that 
development is directed to the most sustainable locations within the defined settlement 
boundaries of the urban area and Key Villages and inappropriate development in the countryside 
is resisted.  
 
Policy PS 2 Placemaking and Place Management - Development should enhance the quality of 
places and spaces, and respond positively to aspects of local context and character that 
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contribute towards a sense of place. The design, layout and orientation of proposed buildings, 
and the spaces between them, should provide for an attractive, legible, healthy, accessible and 
safe environment. All proposals should ensure that no significant adverse impacts would be 
caused to people’s amenity. 
 
Policy SD 1 Strategic Development Areas – the Plan allocates 12 locations to provide new homes 
and opportunities for job creation and commercial investment at a strategic scale. Residential led 
SDA’s are capable of accommodating a minimum of 400 homes. Mixed use SDA’s will provide 
new homes as part of wider mixed-use proposals to also deliver significant investment and 
economic benefit from commercial, community and/or cultural regeneration projects. The SDA’s 
are capable of delivering a greater number of homes beyond the Plan period. 
 
Policy SD K Site K is allocated for mixed commercial, residential (525 dwellings) and employment 
development with 12 hectares of potential development areas that could accommodate 
appropriate B1, B2 and B8 uses to complement the role of the Swansea Central Area as the City 
Region economic driver, facilitating an Innovation Corridor to support University expansion. 
 
Policy IO 1 Supporting Infrastructure - Development must be supported by appropriate 
infrastructure, facilities and other requirements considered necessary as part of the proposal. 
Where necessary, Planning Obligations will be sought to ensure that the effects of developments 
are fully addressed in order to make the development acceptable, which will include addressing 
any identified deficiencies in provision or capacity directly related to the proposal. 
 
Policy ER 1 Climate Change - To mitigate against the effects of climate change, adapt to its impact 
and ensure resilience, development proposals should take into account: reducing carbon 
emissions; protecting and increasing carbon sinks; adapting to the implications of climate change 
at both a strategic and detailed design level; promoting energy and resource efficiency and 
increasing the supply of renewable and low carbon energy; avoiding unnecessary flood risk by 
assessing the implications of development proposals within areas susceptible to flooding and 
preventing development that unacceptably increases risk, and maintaining ecological resilience. 
 
Policy ER 2 Strategic Green infrastructure Network - Green infrastructure will be provided through 
the protection and enhancement of existing green spaces that afford valuable ecosystem 
services. Development that compromises the integrity of such green spaces, and therefore that 
of the overall green infrastructure network, will not be permitted. Development will be required to 
take opportunities to maintain and enhance the extent, quality and connectivity of the County’s 
multifunctional green infrastructure network, and where appropriate: create new interconnected 
areas of green infrastructure between the proposed site and the existing strategic network; fill 
gaps in the existing network to improve connectivity; and/or in instances where loss of green 
infrastructure is unavoidable, provide mitigation and compensation for the lost assets. 
 
Policy ER 6 Development will not be permitted that would result in a likely significant adverse 
effect on the integrity of sites of international or national nature conservation importance, except 
in the circumstances specified in relevant legislation. Development that would adversely affect 
locally designated sites of nature conservation importance should maintain and enhance the 
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nature conservation interest of the site. Where this cannot be achieved development will only be 
permitted where it can be demonstrated that: i. The need for the development outweighs the need 
to protect the site for nature conservation purposes; ii. There is no satisfactory alternative location 
for the development that avoids nature conservation impacts; and iii. Any unacceptable harm is 
kept to a minimum by effective avoidance measures and mitigation, or where this is not feasible, 
compensatory measures must be put in place to ensure that there is no overall reduction in the 
nature conservation value of the area. 
 
Policy ER 8 Habitats and species - Development proposals that would have a significant adverse 
effect on the resilience of protected habitats and species will only be permitted where the need 
for development outweighs the nature conservation importance of the site; the developer 
demonstrates that there is no satisfactory alternative location for the development which avoids 
nature conservation impacts; any unavoidable harm is minimised by effective mitigation to ensure 
that there is no reduction in the overall nature conservation value of the area. Where this is not 
feasible, compensation measures designed to conserve, enhance, manage and, where 
appropriate, restore natural habitats and species must be provided. 
 
Policy ER 9 Ecological Networks and Features of Importance for Biodiversity – Development 
proposals will be expected to maintain, protect and enhance ecological networks and features of 
importance for biodiversity. Particular importance will be given to maintaining and enhancing the 
connectivity of the ecological network. Development that could have an adverse effect on such 
networks and features will only be permitted where specific criteria are met. 
 
Policy ER 11 Trees, Hedgerows and Development - Development that would adversely affect 
trees, woodlands and hedgerows of public amenity, natural/cultural heritage value, or that provide 
important ecosystem services will not normally be permitted. Ancient Woodland, Ancient 
Woodland Sites, Ancient and Veteran trees merit specific protection and development that would 
result in specified outcomes will not normally be permitted. Where necessary a tree survey; 
arboricultural impact assessment; an arboricultural method statement; tree protection plan and/or 
scheme for tree replacement, including details of planting and aftercare will be required in support 
of a planning application. 
 
Policy EU 1 Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Proposals - Renewable and Local Carbon 
Energy Developments – proposals for renewable or low carbon energy development will be 
permitted subject to compliance with specific criteria. 
 
Policy RP 1 Safeguarding Public Health and Natural Resources - Development that would result 
in significant risk to: life; human health and well-being; property; controlled waters; or the natural 
and historic environment, will not be permitted, particularly in respect of: air, noise or light pollution; 
flood risk; quality or quantity of water resources; land contamination; land instability or subsidence; 
sustainable development of mineral resources and sustainable waste management. Development 
judged to have a significant adverse effect on the integrity of any European Designated Sites will 
not be permitted. 
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Policy RP 4 Water pollution and protection of water resources - Development that compromises 
the quality of the water environment, or does not comply with good water resource management, 
will not be permitted. Development proposals must make efficient use of water resources and, 
where appropriate, contribute towards improvements to water quality. Sustainable drainage 
systems (SuDS) must be implemented wherever they would be effective and practicable. 
Watercourses will be safeguarded through green corridors/riparian buffers: to protect water 
habitats and species; water quality and to provide for floodplain capacity. Development proposals 
that would have a significant adverse impact on biodiversity, fisheries, public access or water 
related recreation use of water resources, will not be permitted. 
 
Policy RP 10: Sustainable Waste Management for New Development - development will be 
required to incorporate, as appropriate, adequate and effective provision for the storage, recycling 
and other sustainable management of waste, and allow for appropriate access arrangements for 
recycling and refuse collection vehicles and personnel. 
 
Policy CV 2 Development in the Countryside.  Outside defined settlement boundaries 
development will be required to ensure that the integrity of the countryside is conserved and 
enhanced. 
 
As well as the policies and supporting evidence of the LDP, material considerations include 
relevant matters set out in national guidance, particularly Planning Policy Wales (PPW) edition 
10.  The following guidance in Planning Policy Wales is therefore of relevance: 
 
Sustainable location (para 3.39 and 3.51) – PPW states that in terms of the search sequence for 
identifying sites for development LPAs should consider allocating previously developed land 
and/or underutilised sites located within existing settlements in the first instance with sites on the 
edge of settlements considered at the next stage. 
 
Placemaking - The concept of placemaking is central to PPW and delivering on the aspirations of 
the Well-being of Future Generations Act and achieving well-being through plan making and 
development management decisions. It defines placemaking as: a holistic approach to the 
planning and design of development and spaces, focused on positive outcomes. It draws upon 
an area’s potential to create high quality development and public spaces that promote people’s 
prosperity, health, happiness, and well being in the widest sense. Placemaking considers the 
context, function and relationships between a development site and its wider surroundings. This 
will be true for major developments creating new places as well as small developments created 
within a wider place. Placemaking should not add additional cost to a development, but will require 
smart, multi-dimensional and innovative thinking to implement and should be considered at the 
earliest possible stage. PPW makes clear that placemaking and sustainable development 
principles are essential to development at all scales, and they are therefore pertinent to PBSA 
proposals. Placemaking adds social, economic, environmental and cultural value to development 
proposals resulting in benefits which go beyond a physical development boundary and embed 
wider resilience into planning decisions. Good design is fundamental to creating sustainable 
places where people want to live, work and socialise. Design is not just about the architecture of 
a building but the relationship between all elements of the natural and built environment and 
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between people and places. To achieve sustainable development, design must go beyond 
aesthetics and include the social, economic, environmental, cultural aspects of the development, 
including how space is used, how buildings and the public realm support this use, as well as its 
construction, operation, management, and its relationship with the surrounding area. 
 
Renewable and Low Carbon Energy (5.9.4) - Planning authorities should ensure development 
plan policies are supportive of renewable and low carbon energy development in all parts of 
Wales, direct developments to the right locations and set out clearly the local criteria against which 
proposals will be evaluated. 
 
Biodiversity and Resilience of Ecosystems (S6 Duty) (paras 6.4.1 to 6.4.8) - In accordance with 
s6 of the Environment Act 2016, the Council has a duty to maintain and enhance biodiversity. 
[NB: In Swansea, the section 6 duty is embedded as one of the 4 Well Being Objectives in the 
Public Service Board’s Well Being Plan – “Working With Nature”. It is also included as Objective 
6 of the Council’s Corporate Plan “maintaining and enhancing Swansea’s Natural Resources.] 
The s6 duty means that development should not cause any significant loss of habitats or 
populations of species, locally or nationally and must provide a net benefit for biodiversity. In doing 
so, the LPA must take account of and promote the resilience of ecosystems, in particular the 
following aspects: diversity, connectivity, scale, condition and adaptability. In fulfilling this duty the 
LPA must have regard to S.7 list of habitats and species important for Wales and the SoNaRR 

and any up to date ecological survey information provided. 

 
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG): 
 
SPG relevant to the proposed development, which are available to download in full from our 
website at www.swansea.gov.uk are as follows: 
 
SPG for the Tir John Tip site was adopted in 1982 (The Crymlyn Action Plan).  The SPG set out 
the restoration and aftercare of the Tir John Tip site, particularly community and ecological uses 
to benefit the St Thomas ward and the adjacent internationally important ecological site.   
However, since that time the working operations of the Tip changed significantly and the contents 
of the SPG are no longer deliverable. 
 
Consultation Responses received: 
 
Strategic Planning Team 
 
The proposal is to develop a 3 MW ground mounted solar PV farm on Council owned land located 
at Tir John Tip, Port Tennant.  A screening report accompanies the pre-application and sets out 
national planning policy and some (but not all) relevant LDP policies.  The proposal would accord 
with the principles of LDP Policy ER 1 which seeks to promote energy and resource efficiency 
and increase the supply of renewable and low carbon energy. 
 
The site lies in the countryside and any proposal must accord with LDP Policy CV 2.  The southern 
part of the site lies immediately adjacent to the northern part of Strategic Development Area K, as 
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allocated in the adopted Swansea Local Development Plan, 2019 (Policy SD K).  The concept 
plan for the site shows that the proposed site lies immediately adjacent to a proposed for an area 
of public open space.  Policy SD K states that development proposals should accord with 
Placemaking Principles and Development Requirements, with developments at the City’s eastern 
gateway responding to the gateway location, include active frontages, and make strong 
architectural statements with enhanced public realm which creates a sense of urban approach.  
Given the raised level of the Tip, any application will have to be accompanied by a Visual Impact 
Assessment to assess whether the visual impact of the proposal on the approach into the City is 
considered acceptable. 
 
LDP Policy SD 2: Masterplanning Principles, states that ‘on all sites where there is capacity for 
100 homes or more, development must deliver a comprehensively planned, sustainable 
neighbourhood that is founded on a comprehensive and coherent Placemaking approach that 
relates to a masterplan for the entire site.’  It is important that any scheme adjacent to SD K does 
not prejudice the development within it. 
 
The site is adjacent to the highly protected Crymlyn Bog, which is designated a Ramsar Site, 
SAC, National Nature Reserve (NNR) and a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). 
Development in this location will need to demonstrate compliance with Policy ER 6 Designated 
Sites of Ecological Importance.  A Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) will be required to fully 
assess the potential impact of the development on the European Site.  Only development which 
demonstrates compliance with the Habitat Regulations will be permitted.  Where nature 
conservation interests of locally important sites are likely to be disturbed or harmed by proposed 
development, developers will be expected to provide an ecological survey that includes an 
assessment of the likely impact of the proposal on the protected site and, where necessary, make 
appropriate provision for its safeguarding.  In assessing the potential harm the Council will 
consider: the individual and cumulative effects which will include impacts during construction; the 
role of the site in the ecological connectivity network; and whether effective mitigation and/or 
compensation measures have been provided.  Any future planning application would have to be 
accompanied by an ecological assessment, incorporating relevant mitigation measures, in 
accordance with LDP Policy ER 8.   
 
LDP Policy ER 9: Ecological Networks and Features of Importance for Biodiversity Development 
ensures that development proposals are expected to maintain, protect and enhance ecological 
networks and features of importance for biodiversity.  Proposals that could result in an adverse 
effect on the connectivity of ecological networks and features of importance for biodiversity will 
only be permitted where: i. The need for the development outweighs the nature conservation value 
of the site; ii. It can be demonstrated that there is no satisfactory alternative location for the 
development; iii. A functional connected element of the natural resource is retained as part of the 
design of the development; and iv. Compensatory provision will be made of comparable or greater 
ecological value to that lost as a result of the development.  Any subsequent planning application 
must demonstrate that the proposal accords with the policy criteria, particularly that there is no 
satisfactory alternative location for the development (ii). 
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The nature reserve is a wetland habitat and therefore LDP Policy RP 4 is also relevant.  The 
Policy is consistent with national planning policy and seeks to ensure that development does not 
compromise the quality of the water environment, or comprise good water resource management.  
Development proposals must make efficient use of water resources and, where appropriate, 
contribute towards improvements to water quality.  Watercourses will be safeguarded through 
green corridors/ riparian buffers: to protect water quality and water habitats and species; and to 
provide for flood plain capacity.  Therefore, the impact on soil hydrology caused by any 
development in the Tir John tip area must be assessed to ensure no adverse impact upon the 
water environment. 
 
In accordance with national planning policy, Placemaking principles are embedded throughout 
the Plan and the Plan is committed to a Place Management approach.  LDP Policy PS 2 
Placemaking and Place Management sets out key principles when considering the nature, scale 
and siting of development.  Placemaking is considered essential in delivering the Plan’s Vision of 
creating sustainable, distinct communities that are supported by good quality infrastructure, 
community facilities and opportunities for recreation.  All proposals should ensure that no 
significant adverse impacts would be caused to people’s amenity. 
 
Depending on the nature, scale and siting of the proposal, Policy PS 2 states that development 
should also: i. Have regard to important elements of local heritage, culture, landscape, townscape, 
views and vistas; iv. Integrate effectively with the County’s network of multifunctional open spaces 
and enhance the County’s Green Infrastructure network; xi. Maximise opportunities for 
sustainable construction, resource efficiency and contributions towards increased renewable or 
low carbon energy generation; xii. Avoid the loss of land and/or premises that should be retained 
for its existing use or as an area of open space; xiii. Avoid unacceptable juxtaposition and/or 
conflict between residential and non-residential uses; xiv. Ensure no significant adverse impact 
on natural heritage and built heritage assets; xv. Ensure resilience is not undermined and does 
not result in significant risk to human health, well-being or quality of life.  
 
LDP Policy EU 1 sets out criteria against which all proposals for renewable and low carbon energy 
development will be assessed.  The policy supports solar PV developments of 5-50MW within 
designated Local Search Areas (LSAs), as defined on the Proposals Map, subject to a number of 
criteria.  The LSA’s identify the least constrained areas within Swansea following the methodology 
utilised by the Renewable Energy Assessment (REA).  The site falls outside designated search 
areas.  Any subsequent planning application must assess the potential impacts of Glint and Glare 
on surrounding land uses.  Furthermore, a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment should be 
submitted which considers the visual impacts of the proposal, including cumulative impact.  The 
cumulative landscape impacts are the effects of a proposed development on the fabric, character 
and quality of local features and characteristics, and the degree to which a proposed renewable 
energy development will become a significant or defining characteristic of the locality. 
 
The site is a capped landfill.  I understand that leachate gas is collected from the site and pipework 
to collect the gas runs across the site.  RP 1: Safeguarding Public Health and Natural Resources 
sates that development will not be permitted that would result in significant risk to: life; human 
health and wellbeing; property; controlled waters; or the natural and historic environment, 
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particularly in respect of: i. Air, noise or light pollution; ii. Flood risk; iii. The quality or quantity of 
water resources; iv. Land contamination; v. Land instability or subsidence; vi. Sustainable 
development of mineral resources; and vii. Sustainable waste management. Development will not 
be permitted if judged to have a significant adverse effect on the integrity of any European 
Designated Sites, either alone or in combination with other plans or projects. 
 
The policy seeks to ensure that potential risks to human health associated with development in 
flood risk areas and the redevelopment or remediation of contaminated/unstable land, or 
development within the statutory consultation zones stipulated by HSE for hazardous installations, 
are fully identified and assessed. 
 
The acceptability of adverse effects will depend on the nature of the development and the location, 
with the most sensitive sites, such as residential areas, being more vulnerable. In some 
circumstances adverse effects can be mitigated to make the development acceptable. 
 
Given the nature of the site, NRW must be consulted in order to assess the actual feasibility of 
developing a solar farm on the site, the potential dangers to public health and whether they can 
be mitigated.    
 
The site is capped and I understand is still settling.  LDP Policy RP 7: Land Instability states that 
development which would create, affect or might be affected by unstable or potentially unstable 
land will not be permitted where there would be a significant direct risk to life, human health, 
property, buildings and structures, or the natural heritage on the site or in its vicinity. Development 
will only be permitted on unstable or potentially unstable land where: • It can be satisfactorily 
demonstrated that proposals to make the land capable of supporting the development are 
adequate; and • The necessary mitigation measures will be in place before development 
commences or are an integral part of the construction works. Within the defined Slip Area of Graig 
Trewyddfa, development will not be permitted. 
 
This policy aims to steer development away from areas of unstable land.  The responsibility for 
determining the extent and effects of such constraints upon a site remain with the developer. 
Developers may be required to provide engineering assessments in support of planning 
applications where there is concern that proposed development may create, affect or be affected 
by unstable land. It will need to be demonstrated that a site is stable or that any actual or potential 
instability can reasonably be overcome before planning permission may be granted. 
 
NRW, waste management colleagues and pollution control colleagues should be consulted 
in order to assess the suitability and feasibility of such a site for a solar farm development.   
 
Summary 
 
The proposal seeks to develop a solar farm on a capped landfill site, adjacent to internationally 
designated ecological wetland site.   
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No regard has been made in accompanying Scoping Report to the restoration and aftercare 
conditions agreed within the planning permission and PPC permit for the site.  An explanation 
provided as to how the proposal accords with the restoration and aftercare scheme must be 
submitted.   
 
The site is surrounded by designated ecological sites and a planning application must be 
accompanied by an ecological survey and report which examines not only the site, but impacts 
on surrounding wetlands and proposed mitigation measures, in accordance with Policies ER 6 
and ER 8.  Furthermore, the developer must demonstrate that there are no alternative suitable 
sites, in accordance with ER9. 
 
Given the existing use of the site, discussions must be held with NRW, waste management 
colleagues and pollution control colleagues in order to clarify that the proposal would have no 
adverse impact on public health or the environment, in accordance with Policies RP1 and RP7. 
 
The site falls outside designated LSA’s.  The amount of material submitted in support of the pre-
application, fails to justify how the proposed development accords with Policy EU1 and the need 
for the development overrides adopted plan policy.   
 
Finally, in relation to Placemaking principles and considering the most appropriate site for the 
proposed development, I suggest that Property Services consult with Strategic Planning regarding 
potential suitable sites which would not conflict with the adopted development plan. 
 
Pollution Control Team 
 
The Pollution Control Team responded with the following comments: 
 
I would have no objection to the application but would want the following information/conditions 
considered: 

 An EIA would be applicable under Sch2 of the Town & Country Planning (EIA) 
Regulations 2017 as the potential Solar PV development accommodates an area 
greater than 0.5ha; 

 The development should be constructed so as to ensure that a pathway is not 
created that allows the release of contaminant from within the capped area of the 
landfill site; 

 A decommissioning plan will be required 

 The following informative should be attached to the application  
 
Informatives: 
 

1. Construction Noise – The following restrictions should be applied to all works of 
demolition/construction carried out on the development site.  All works and ancillary 
operations which are audible at the site boundary shall be carried out only between the 
hours of 08.00 and 18.00 hours on Mondays to Fridays and between the hours of 08.00 
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and 13.00 hours on Saturdays and at no time on Sundays and Public Holidays and Bank 
Holidays. 
The Local Authority has the power to impose the specified hours by service of an 
enforcement notice under Control of Pollution Act 1974, section 60. 
Any breaches of the conditions attached to such a notice will lead to formal action against 
the person(s) named on said noice.  
 

2. Smoke/burning of materials – no burning of any materials to be undertaken on site.  The 
Local Authority has the power to enforce this requirement by service of an abatement 
notice.  Any breaches of the conditions attached to such a notice will lead to formal action 
against the person(s) named on said notice.  

 
3. Dust control – During construction work the developer shall operate all best practice to 

minimise dust arising or dust nuisance from the site.  This includes dust and debris from 
vehicles leaving the site.  The Local Authority has the power to enforce this requirement 
by service of an abatement notice.  Any breaches of the conditions attached to such a 
notice will lead to formal action against the person(s) named on said notice. 
 

4. Lighting – During construction work the developer shall operate all best practice to 
minimise nuisance to local residences from on-site lighting.  Due consideration should be 
taken of the Institute of Lighting (www.ile.org.uk) recommendations. 
 

 
Tree/Landscaping Officer 
 
The Council’s Tree Officer was consulted and responded with the following comments: 
 
None of the trees on or adjacent to the site are protected by tree preservation order.  Tree planting 
has taken place to provide screening. 
 
Solar farms can be shaded by trees and the proximity of the arrays needs careful planning to 
prevent tree loss.  Existing trees can provide necessary screening.  In addition to shading cabling 
and fencing can impact on the trees.  
 
An application would need to be accompanied by a tree survey and if there are potential impacts 
an arboricultural impact assessment in accordance with BS5837:2012.  
 
Highways Authority 
 
The Head of Transportation and Engineering was consulted and responded with the following 
comments: 
 
A full Transport Assessment will be required to support any future planning application the scope 
and extend of which will need to be agreed with Highways officers.  
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From the brief details supplied it is not clear how vehicular access is intended to be gained, the 
red line of the site boundary will thus need to be extended to link with the Strategic Highway 
Network.  
 
No further comments can be made at this point in the absence of the required supporting 
information.  
 
The Coal Authority 
 
The Coal Authority was consulted and responded with the following comments: 
 
Our records indicate that there is a mine entry (adit) on the edge of the site and there are also 
parts of the site which may have been subject to past coal mining activity at shallow depth.  
 
We would not necessarily expect the submission of a Coal Mining Risk Assessment, or equivalent 
report, to support the installation of solar panels as they generally require minimal groundworks.  
However, where mine entries are present on a site we would expect the location of the mine entry, 
and its zone of influence, to be avoided in any solar array layout proposed in order to ensure it 
does not pose a risk to public safety.  Often these areas around mine entries and their zones of 
influence are maintained devoid of solar panels and associated infrastructure and are frequently 
fenced to avoid unauthorised access.  
 
Drainage Officer  
 
The Council’s Drainage Officer was consulted on this application and responded with the following 
comments: 
 
Schedule 3, Flood and Water Management Act 2010. 
 
Your development proposal has been identified as requiring SuDS Approval Body consent 
irrespective of any other permissions given. 
 
From 7 January 2019, all new developments more than 100m2 will require sustainable drainage 
to manage on-site surface water. Surface water drainage systems must be designed and built in 
accordance with mandatory standards for sustainable drainage published by Welsh ministers. 
  
These systems must be approved by the local authority acting in its SuDS Approving Body (SAB) 
role before construction work begins. The SAB will have a duty to adopt compliant systems so 
long as it is built and functions in accordance with the approved proposals, including any SAB 
conditions of approval. 
 
Which legislation are we referring to? 
Schedule 3 of the Flood and Water Management Act (FWMA) 2010 requires surface water 
drainage for new developments to comply with mandatory National Standards for sustainable 
drainage (SuDS).  Schedule 3 to the FWMA 2010 also places a duty on local authorities as SuDS 
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approving body to approve, adopt and maintain systems compliant with section 17 of the 
schedule. 
 
What exactly is a SAB? 
The SAB is a statutory function delivered by the local authority to ensure that drainage proposals 
for all new developments of more than 1 house or where the construction area is 100m2 are 
designed and built in accordance with the national standards for sustainable drainage published 
by Welsh Ministers. 
The SAB is established to: 

 Evaluate and approve drainage applications for new developments where construction 
work has drainage implications, and 

 Adopt and maintain sustainable surface water drainage systems according to Section 17 
of Schedule 3 (FWMA). 

 The SAB also has powers of inspection and enforcement 
 And uses discretionary powers to offer non-statutory pre-application advice 

 
What does it mean for my development? 
Whether you are a developer, an agent or an individual seeking planning permission for a 
development, if your development is of more than 1 house or of 100m2 or more of construction 
area you must also seek SAB approval alongside planning approval. You will not be allowed to 
start construction until the 2 permissions are granted. 
 
Further details on how to apply and guidance can be obtained from the website 
https://www.swansea.gov.uk/sustainabledrainage and by contacting the SuDS Approval Body via 
email Sab@swansea.gov.uk  
 
Initial assessment of the proposed development and consideration of planning merits 
 
As limited information has been submitted as part of this pre-application, a detailed consideration 
of the proposal cannot be given. Therefore the proposal will be assessed in overall principle terms 
with regards to the aforementioned Policies.  
 
Policy EU1 sets out the criteria for renewable energy development.  Criteria iii, iv and v of this 
policy are relevant and state that proposals for renewable development should not have a 
significant adverse effect on the characteristics of the proposed location, public amenity or 
accessibility, radar, Aircraft Operation or Telecommunications.  It also states that satisfactory 
mitigation should be in place to reduce the impact of the proposal and its association infrastructure 
and where necessary additional compensatory benefits will be sought in accordance with Policy 
IO1.  Therefore if an application were to be submitted, the application would need to be suitably 
justified with reference to the above mentioned policies.   
 
The development of this site as a solar farm would be adjacent to strategic site SD K which 
allocates the site for mixed commercial, residential (525 dwellings) and employment development 
with 12 hectares of potential development areas that could accommodate appropriate B1, B2 and 
B8 uses to complement the role of the Swansea Central Area as the City Region economic driver, 
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facilitating an Innovation Corridor to support University expansion.  Therefore any development in 
this location would need to be designed in such a way that that would not impact on the future 
development of the strategic site area and the countryside within which it resides.  
 
The site is capped and it is understood that it is still settling.  Policy RP7 states that development 
which would create, affect or might be affected by unstable or potentially unstable land will not be 
permitted where there would be a significant direct risk to life, human health, property, buildings 
and structures, or the natural heritage on the site or in its vicinity This policy aims to steer 
development away from areas of unstable land.  The responsibility for determining the extent and 
effects of such constraints upon a site remain with the developer.  Developers may be required to 
provide engineering assessments in support of planning applications where there is concern that 
proposed development may create, affect or be affected by unstable land. It will need to be 
demonstrated that a site is stable or that any actual or potential instability can reasonably be 
overcome before planning permission may be granted.  Therefore it would have to be 
demonstrated that the site is suitable for development with reference to site stability.  
 
If you are intending to pursue this form of development I would suggest that you request that a 
Screening Opinion be undertaken by the Local Planning Authority when further details associated 
with the development are available in order to establish whether or not an Environmental Impact 
Assessment would be required.  
 
I would also suggest that you utilise the pre-application service provided by Natural Resources 
Wales (NRW) in order to assess the feasibility of developing a solar farm on the site, the potential 
dangers to public health and whether they can be mitigated.    
 
Details of any documents required for a subsequent application  
 
If an application were to be submitted I would expect to see the following: 
 

 Robust justification of the use of the site 

 Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 

 Ecological Assessment 

 Tree Survey 

 Transport Statement 

 Glint and glare assessment 

 Decommissioning Plan 
 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, it is considered that the principle of development in this location may be acceptable, 
however a robust justification of the use of the site should be provided at the full planning 
application stage, in line with the guidance given in the earlier paragraphs of this letter. A range 
of additional information will be required in order to pursue development of the site. 
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Please note that this guidance is given on the basis of the information submitted, and that full 
consultation with Statutory Undertakers or interested parties, such as neighbours has not been 
undertaken, and that it is only through the submission of a planning application that full 
consideration can be given to a proposal.  
 
Additionally, the views expressed are those of an officer of the Authority, which cannot prejudice 
any final decision the Council may make if an application for planning permission is submitted. 
 

I trust that the above advice is satisfactory for your current purposes. However should you require 
clarification of any of the above matters, please do not hesitate to contact Catherine 
Pelleymounter on the above number. 

 
Should you wish to obtain further discussion and advice in relation to this pre-application, as part 
of our pre-application services the Council offers follow-up meetings to pre-application letters. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

Liam Jones 

 

LIAM JONES  
TEAM LEADER – BAY AREA 
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24/11/2020 
  
 
Annwyl Syr/Madam / Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
BWRIAD/PROPOSAL: CURRENT USE OF THE SITE: GASSING, CAPPED LANDFILL, 
WASTE LANDFILL; RECYCLING CENTRE. TO DEVELOP A CIRCA 3 MW SOLAR 
FARM ON TOP OF THE CAPPED LANDFILL SITE TO ENABLE GENERATION OF 
RENEWABLE ENERGY AT THE SITE 
 
LLEOLIAD / LOCATION: TIR JOHN WASTE RECYCLING CENTRE, PORT TENNANT, 
SWANSEA, SA1 8NS. 
 
Thank you for consulting Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru / Natural Resources Wales about the 
above pre-application enquiry, which we received on 18th November 2020. 
 
Discretionary Pre-application Advice (DPA) 
 
NRW has changed the way in which we provide advice on pre-applications.  We will 
continue to meet our duties as an adviser, and we offer a free initial opinion on your 
proposal.   
 
The preliminary opinion will consist of the following: 
 

• An indicative view on which environmental considerations need to be taken into 
account as part of the application.  

• An outline of the assessments that may be required to support the application. 
 
However, in cases where you would like to access any extra advice that falls outside of our 
statutory duties, we can only offer this as part of our charged Discretionary Planning 
Advice Service (DPA Service).  
 
If you would like any advice which is in addition to that which is provided as part of the 
preliminary opinion, or our statutory advice, you can request this through our Discretionary 
Planning Advice (DPA) Service. There is a fee associated with the use of this service.  

Ein cyf/Our ref: CAS-131036-P4L9 
Eich cyf/Your ref: Free Pre-app 
 
Maes Newydd,                                    
Llandarcy,                                              
Neath Port Talbot,                                                         
SA10 6JQ 
 
 
ebost/email:  
swplanning@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk 
 

City and County of Swansea,          
Civic Centre,                      
Oystermouth road,                    
Swansea,                                            
SA1 3SN 
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The DPA service is currently limited to the following advice topics: 
 

• Land contamination 

• Ground water protection 

• Flood consequence assessments 

• Advice in relation to NSIPs 

• Advice in relation to DNSs 

• Advice in relation to marine developments 
 
Discretionary planning advice is provided at a cost of £125 per hour plus VAT (based on 
the full recovery of our costs). We will provide an estimate of the work and cost before you 
decide if you wish to proceed. 
 
Apply for discretionary planning advice 
 
 
Preliminary Pre-Application Advice 
 
We have considered your enquiry in relation to our Development Planning Consultations 
Topics document (September 2018). We advise that the following matters are relevant to 
your site / proposed development and suggest you consider these further prior to the 
submission of any planning application:  
 
Groundwater protection and land contamination 
 
Advice on environmental considerations and the assessments needed to support your 
planning application can be found on our external website. 
 

• For advice on how to deal with possible land contamination on your development 
visit: http://naturalresources.wales/guidance-and-advice/business-sectors/planning-
and-development/advice-for-developers/land-contamination/?lang=en 

 

• For advice on how to protect groundwater at your development visit: 
http://naturalresources.wales/guidance-and-advice/business-sectors/planning-and-
development/advice-for-developers/protecting-groundwater/?lang=en  

 
Protected Sites 
The site lies within 20m of Crymlyn Bog / Cors Crymlyn Special Area of Conservation 
(SAC) 
 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) 
 
The Local Planning Authority is a Competent Authority for the purposes of the 
Conservation of Habitats and Species 2017 Regulations.  As such, they must not agree to 
any plan or project unless they are certain that it will not adversely affect the integrity of a 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC).  

https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/6BUOEV/
https://cdn.naturalresources.wales/media/686847/dpas-consultation-topics-august-2018-eng.pdf?mode=pad&rnd=131909112110000000
https://cdn.naturalresources.wales/media/686847/dpas-consultation-topics-august-2018-eng.pdf?mode=pad&rnd=131909112110000000
http://naturalresources.wales/guidance-and-advice/business-sectors/planning-and-development/advice-for-developers/land-contamination/?lang=en
http://naturalresources.wales/guidance-and-advice/business-sectors/planning-and-development/advice-for-developers/land-contamination/?lang=en
http://naturalresources.wales/guidance-and-advice/business-sectors/planning-and-development/advice-for-developers/protecting-groundwater/?lang=en
http://naturalresources.wales/guidance-and-advice/business-sectors/planning-and-development/advice-for-developers/protecting-groundwater/?lang=en
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The Local Planning Authority should carry out a test of likely significant effects (TLSE) for 
the SAC, which is required under Regulation 63 of the Conservation of Habitats and 
Species Regulations 2017. This test applies to impacts on the SACs from the proposed 
works, either alone or in combination with other plans and projects.  
 
If the test concludes there is likely to be a significant effect then an appropriate 
assessment of the impacts on the SAC from the proposed works, either alone or in 
combination with other plans and projects, will be required. We would be able to assist with 
that assessment in our role as the statutory nature conservation body under the above 
Regulations. 
 
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) 
 
The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) places a duty on public authorities in 
exercising their functions, so far as this is likely to affect the flora, fauna, geological or 
physiographical features of a SSSI, to take reasonable steps consistent with the proper 
exercise of their functions to further the conservation and enhancement of those features. 
 
By satisfying the requirements regarding the SACs, as indicated above, it is likely the 
requirements for the SSSIs will also be met. 
 
We refer you to our website for further advice. 
 
Protected Species  
 
Our records show there may be fully protected species on / in the vicinity of the site.  With 
regard to undertaking any relevant surveys we refer you to our website for further advice.  
Please ensure that any surveys undertaken are carried out in accordance with best 
practice guidance and by suitably licenced and experienced ecologists. 
 
In addition to the above, we also advise liaison with the Local Authority’s Ecologist as they 
may have additional requirements. 
 
Landscape 
 
The site is located near the Gower AONB.  You are advised to consult with the Local 
Planning Authority and consider the need for Landscape Assessments in accordance with 
published best practice guidance.  
 
We refer you to our website for further advice. 
 
 
Other Matters 
 
Please note the view expressed in this letter is a response to a pre-planning enquiry only. 
We trust these comments will prove helpful, but they should not set a precedent for any 

https://naturalresources.wales/guidance-and-advice/business-sectors/planning-and-development/advice-for-developers/protected-sites/?lang=en
https://naturalresources.wales/guidance-and-advice/business-sectors/planning-and-development/advice-for-developers/protected-species/?lang=en
https://naturalresources.wales/guidance-and-advice/business-sectors/planning-and-development/advice-for-developers/landscape/?lang=en
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future Natural Resources Wales’ response to any formal application for planning 
permission or other legal consent. Such applications shall be assessed on the information 
submitted and regulations of relevance at that time. The details contained in this letter are 
based on the information available to date.   
 
As part of our discretionary advice service we can provide further advice relating to land 
contamination, groundwater and flood risk prior to your planning application being 
submitted. There is a charge for this service. Further details are available on our website. 
 
If you have any queries on the above, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
Yn gywir / Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
Giles Cuthbert 
Cynghorydd - Cynllunio Datblygu / Advisor - Development Planning    
Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru / Natural Resources Wales 
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